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Clinton now must sell his plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton mobilized his administration today to promote his
$499 billion package of tax
increases and spending cuts.
There was a calculated sense of
urgency as Vice President Al
Gore declared, "Now is the time
to really belly up to these tough
decisions.”
Clinton translated his campaign themes into an economic
plan on Wednesday and acknowledged in his televised speech to
Congress that it wasn't going to
please everybody.
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REACTION
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Some
Kentucky lawmakers are skeptical of President Clinton's
plans to raise taxes and then
spend more money on public
works to create jobs. Page 2
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's economic recovery
plan takes 12 years of Republican
economic dogma and knocks it
on its head.
The package, unveiled Wednesday night to a joint session of
Congress and a national television audience, discards the very
heart of Reaganomics: tax cuts
that were kindest to the rich, a
massive military buildup and
deep cuts in federal spending. All
that would be gone.

SPORTS
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Rodrick
Rhodes answered the wake-up
call from Kentucky coach Rick
Pitino. Rhodes, who lost his
starting forward spot to Jared
Prickett, came off the bench to
score 15 points and grab five
rebounds in helping the
second-ranked Wildcats defeat
South Carolina 87-66 Wednesday night. Page 8
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
753-1916
SUBSCRIBE:
TO

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

The first public opinion
surveys taken after Clinton's
speech found strong viewer support for the president's economic
proposals. But Senate Republican
leader Bob Dole of Kansas said
the GOP would not accept the
Clinton program "in its present
form." Dole called it "very
heavy on the tax side and very
weak" on spending cuts, echoing
a blast of criticism from Ronald
Reagan.
Ross Perot praised the speech
as "a good artist's sketch," noting pointedly that it was up to

Congress now to settle on the
details.
Leading the administration
sales campaign on Capitol Hill
today was Treasury Secretary
Lloyd Bentsen, who told the
Senate Budget Committee:
"When the 'plan is fully operational, 58 percent of the savings
will come from spending cuts and
only 42 percent from revenues. In
the years beyond, the proportion
of spending cuts remains at least
that high."
The president was heading to
Missouri and Ohio to continue

the task of selling his program to
the taxpayers who will have to
pay the cost.
"The president wants to go out
and talk directly to the American
people," said press secretary Dee
Dee Myers. Before leaving the
White House, Clinton set aside an
hour to work the phones lobbying
for support in Congress and
elsewhere.
Administration officials scheduled appearances in 28 states
over the next two days. In addiII TURN TO PAGE 2

Turning Reaganomics on its head
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Special session
still weeks away
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The special legislative session on
health care probably won't occur
for at least another month, Gov.
Brereton Jones said.
But Jones said Wednesday his
Commission on Health Care
Reform might meet as early as
next week to begin discussions of
his reform proposals.
The commission includes legislative leaders and administration

Instead, the first Democrat to
inhabit the White House since
1981 embraced tax increases
targeted mostly at the wealthy,
deep military slashes and a mix
of spending cuts and increases —
all aimed at shrinking the federal
deficit and healing a wounded
economy.
Clinton ran his campaign in
part on a theme that the rich who
prospered during the 1980s
should pay a heavy share in
relieving today's deficit burden.

"The test of this plan cannot sought to ease the burden on
be what is in it for me," Clinton
America's wealthiest people,
said, acknowledging that his plan Clinton's plan would hit hardest
carried painful steps for many at the rich.
Americans. "It has got to be
It does this mostly by raising
what is in it for us."
the top income tax rate from 31
The heart of Clinton's proposal percent to 36 percent and imposis a four-year, $500 billion ing a 10 percent surtax on taxable
deficit-cutting package, the big- incomes above $250,(X)0. It also
gest ever. It is split about evenly slightly raises the minimum tax
between higher taxes and spendpaid by people with so many
ing cuts.
exclusions that they would otherBut unlike the tax programs of
Presidents Reagan and Bush, who • TURN TO PAGE 2

STOLEN ITEMS RECOVERED

officials. Jones said lawmakers
wanted a few days to rest after
the special session on ethics,
which ended Tuesday, before'
returning to Frankfort.
The governor had planned to
officially unveil his health-care
plan at the end of the special session on ethics.
For the last 10 days, Jones has
circulated a draft of his plan
among lawmakers and others.

British shocked over fears that youths
abducted, murdered 2-year-old toddler
LONDON (AP) — Two boys who abducted a 2-year-old after he
wandered away from his mother in a shopping center probably
killed the toddler within hours, police said today.
, James Bulger, shown on a security camera videotape leaving the
mall hand-in-hand with an older boy last Friday, was found dead
two days later on a rail line in Liverpool, 170 miles from London.
"My belief is that James came by the fatal aspects of his injuries
at some time probably early on Friday evening," Detective Superintendent Albert Kirby of the Meyerside police told a news
conference.
"The more that witnesses come forward and the descriptions
remain the same, the more I am convinced that the abductors probably caused his death," Kirby said.
He speculated that the two youths must he showing signs of
strain, and he appealed to their friends and relatives to contact
police.
Investigators were pursuing a report that the same youths tried to
entice another toddler away from his mother a short time earlier.
People throughout Britain were shocked by the slaying, which
led television newscasts Wednesday night and monopolized the
front pages of several national circulation tabloids tosday.
The Daily Star issued a poster showing a child holding its
mother's hand. The caption reads: "Don't let go — it only takes a
second to lose a child."
Security cameras videotaped James leaving the Strand Shopping
Center with two youths, between 10 and 14 years old. His mother,
Denise, said he was out of her sight for only one minute.
Another video camera outside a construction site half a mile
from the mall produced pictures of the older boys either dragging
James or swinging him by the arms. Witnesses there said the boy
was cut, bruised and crying.
One woman told police she saw James and the two youths more
than an hour after they left the shopping center.
"She feels awful because she realizes that so far she is the last
one who has seen the baby alive," Kirby said.
Another woman told police that two boys matching the descriptions of those sought in James' death tried to lure away her 2-yearold son in the same shopping mall about an hour before.
A coroner's report on the cause of James' death has not yet been
made public, but police said there was no evidence of sexual abuse.
The toddler's body was battered, and police believe he was hit by a
train after he was killed,

STACEY CROOK/Ledger 8. Times photo

Murray Police Detective Sgt. Ronald
Wisehart (above) tags and photographs some of the stolen merchandise that was recovered this week. At
right, silver service sets were just a
few of the valuables recovered. An
investigation is continuing into the
local burglaries and charges are
pending.

Theft charges pending against brothers
By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Times Matt Writer

Property from a rash of local
burglaries has been recovered by
the Murray Police Department
and charges are pending against
two brothers.
Detective Sgt. Ronald Wisehart
said the department received a tip
from a person who said there
may be stolen merchandise at a
house on Fifth Street.
Through an investigation,
Wisehart said they found at least
two people were involved in the

burglaries which were occurring
randomly across town.
After the tip, a search warrant
was execoted at the home of
Anthony Thorn, 411 B N. Fifth
St., on Feb. 9. During the search,
police discovered several stolen
items that had been reported in
Calloway County.
Thorn is currently lodged in
the Calloway County Jail on
other charges.
They also found property from
a burglary in Henry County,
Tenn.
On Feb. 10, Wisehart said he

went back to Thorn's house and
recovered more merchandise
from at least three other recent
burglaries, as well as property
from a theft which occurred last
week, Wisehart said.
Another search warrant was
executed Feb. 11 at the home of
Gary Thorn, Coldwater Road,
who is Anthony Thorn's brother.
Wisehart said they found merchandise from at least six other
local burglaries at Gary Thorn's
residence.
The investigation is continuing,
Wisehart said.

Testimony heard about possible illegal contributions to Jones
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Registry of Election Finance heard testimony
about possible illegal cash contributions to Gov. Brereton Jones'
1991 campaign, prompting one
board member to suggest a
broader investigation.
The registry board was told
Wednesday that a safety investigator for the state Division of
Vehicle Enforcement delivered

three illegal cash contributions of
$500 each to John Marksberry,
the Daviess County Democratic
chairman and Jones' county campaign chairman.
The maximum legal cash contribution is $100.
The safety investigator, Randall Brown, who has been
granted immunity from prosecution, testified that Marksberry
and Jones campaign worker Way-

••••-1

ne Hines of Philpot told him during the campaign that they preferred contributions to be in cash.
Marksberry denied that. He
told the registry board that he had
made a mistake in accepting the
money, and had tried to correct it
by using $1,000 of the money to
pay an entertainer at a Jones
fund-raising event, then reporting
the expenditures as "in-kind"
contributions.

Those reports were not filed
until March 1992, almost eight
months after the contributions
were made and after Marksberry
and others had been interviewed
more than once by investigators
for the state attorney general.
Board members said the contributions could not be in-kind
because they were not made by
someone directly providing
materials or services to the cam-

paign. And they agreed with
member George Troutman, a
Louisville accountant, that action
on the caseshould be delayed
pending a broader investigation.
"I'm not comfortable at all
with some of the things I've seen
here today," he said, "and rm
going to suggest we go back and
look at this Jones campaign a
III TURN TO PAGE 2
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Some Kentucky lawmakers are skeptical of President Clinton's plans to raise taxes and then spend more
money on public works to create jobs.
Clinton revealed details of his plan to raise
taxes and stimulate the economy in a speech
to Congress Wednesday night. Taxes would
rise for those who make more than $30.000 a
year and also on Social Security benefits. The
president also proposed a broad energy tax
hike.
Reps. Jim Bunning, R-4th District, and
Tom Barlow, D-lst, said they would not support higher taxes for projects such as roads,
bridges and other public works. If taxes are
increased, the money should be used only to
reduce the deficit, they said.
Both said they had received hundreds of
calls from constituents opposed to higher
taxes.
Bunning said Clinton's proposal "contained some nuggets of worth like increased
funding for Headstan and welfare reform, but
overall it was a blueprint for economic stagnation, slower growth and, most of all, higher
taxes."
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Rep. Scotty Baesler, D-6th, said Wednesday night his offices had received a few dozen
calls, most against a tax increase.
Baesler said he would have to sec the specifics of Clinton's plan and hear what his constituents have to say before making up his
mind about the proposals.
Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers, R-5th, said
while his mind is open to the president's
proposals, he wants to be sure "we focus first
on cutting wasteful government spending
before raising people's taxes."
Kentucky lawmakers also worry an anticipated energy tax would hurt coal more than
other energy sources, such as oil and gas, and
potentially cripple an industry that already is
ailing.
Wendell Ford, the Senate's second-ranking
Democrat, said he worked with Clinton forces
to remove any tax hikes on alcohol, tobacco
and carbon fuels, which would have affected
coal more directly.
Kentucky officials are enthusiastic about
the prospect of having some construction projects considered for a quick infusion of feder-

al money. State officials sent a list to the
Clinton administration last week that includes
roads, bridges, wastewater treatment plants,
airport construction and more.
They declined to release the list, but said
they gave higher priority to projects in highunemployment counties.
Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell said he
had gotten some calls as well, but expected
the floodgates to open as people have time to
digest the program.
He said Clinton had "betrayed the middle
class with massive tax increases and an explosion of old-fashioned pork barrel spending."
McConnell and Bunning said they would
not support the energy tax, which would be
based on British thermal units.
A spokesman for Ford said it is too early to
tell how the tax would affect coal.
Barlow, who represents several coalproducing counties, also said he would not
oppose the BTU tax if it is fair to coal.
"I've got to see more details, but the general outline of the plan seems to spread the
burden in the appropriate places," Barlow
said of the overall package.

must sell...
•Clinton now
ing our future, creating jobs and income
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Olympic Plaza

Some Kentucky lawmakers skeptical of tax hikes

tion to Bentsen, Labor Secretary
Robert Reich, and Budget Director Leon Panetta were testifying
on Capitol Hill. Gore made the
rounds of morning television
shows.
The key to the strategy is convincing voters to accept additional burdens and live with fewer
government benefits, for the sake
of future generations.
"Now is the time to really belly up to these tough decisions and
start being responsible and shap-

taxes on the wealthy,
getting our economy moving increased energy taxes and
again," he told ABC.
selected spending cuts, including
Government economic reports a one-year freeze on federal pay.
released today mixed good news
"If we do not act now we will
with bad. Consumer prices not recognize this country 10
jumped 0.5 percent in January, years from now" as the national
the steepest rise in two years, debt approaches the size of the
while the nation's trade deficit nation's annual economic output,
widened for the first time in five Clinton said.
years. But first time jobless
Overall, taxes would rise about
claims unexpectedly dropped-by $246 billion and spending would
19,000 in early February.
shrink $253 billion compared
In his first address to Con- with the current policy for the
gress, Clinton outlined his vision next four years, the White House
of smaller deficits through higher said.

•Turning Reaganomics...
FROM PAGE 1
wise pay little or no taxes.
The Treasury Department estimates that as a result, 70 percent
of the total tax increase would be
paid by those with incomes over
$100,000; the over-$200,000
group would pay 57 percent.
The middle class would be hit
chiefly by a new tax on the energy content on most fuels, which
will drive up the cost of electricity, gasoline and home heating.
The consequences for them: extra
levies of $10 to $12 per month.
Most families earning less than
$30,000 a year would escape the
tax's burden, because they would
enjoy a higher earned-income
credit and more spending for
food stamps and low-income
energy assistance.
The easing of the Cold War
allowed Bush to reverse Reagan's
expansion of the Pentagon. But
Clinton would drive his cuts $76
billion deeper than Bush had
planned over the next four years,
leaving the Defense Department
with $250 billion budgets by
decade's end.
In his search for spending cuts,
Clinton found more than 150
programs to slash, affecting
everyone from farmers to nuclear
physicists.
Farm subsidies would be
trimmed by $3.7 billion over four
years. Spending on the superconducting super collider, the Texas
atom smasher, would be cut, and
the planned $40 billion space station would be redesigned as a
less expensive project.
Clinton would also seek to
save $331 million over five years
by limiting prison construction.
And the 3 million federal workers
would take a big hit, too: they
would forgo a cost-of-living pay
raise next year, see future
increases reduced, and watch as
100,000 Of their jobs are eliminated — all at a five-year savings
of more than $16 billion.
Benefit programs also were not
spared. Clinton would save $38
billion from Medicare and Medicaid — which help the elderly,
handicapped and poor pay medical bills — largely by reducing
payments to. doctors and
hospitals.
But beginning in 1996, all 36
million Medicare recipients

would have slight increases in the plan includes $3 billion for road
monthly premiums they pay for and bridge projects, $2.5 billion
doctors' coverage, a payment that for community development and
$1 billion for summer jobs for
is now $36.60 per month.
Unlike his Republican pre- youths. It also has extra funds for
decessors, however, Clinton environmental projects, positions
sugarcoated these spending cuts at Head Start centers and other
with increases in other programs programs — enough, claims Clinthat he says will make the eco- ton, to create more than 500,000
nomy more productive and jobs.
His long-term spending plan
healthier.
The boosts come in two parts: includes $17 billion for high
a $30 billion short-term stimulus technology initiatives like highpackage for the rest of this year, performance computers, $3 biland a four-year, $160 billion plan lion for his national service program, and $3.4 billion for research
for "long-term investment."
Clinton's job-creating stimulus on AIDS and women's health.

Local News Roundup
VCR STOLEN FROM CHURCH

The First United Methodist Church reported to the Murray Police Department that someone took a video cassette player from the church conference
room. It is unknown when the theft occurred.

MAN ARRESTED ON ASSAULT CHARGES
According to Murray police reports, Keith Alan Boyle, South 11th Street,
was arrested Feb. 9 and charged with fourth-degree assault.

MAN ARRESTED FOR DUI AFTER ACCIDENT
Fred T. Lee, Riviera Courts, was arrested for DUI Feb. 9 at 4 p.m. after a
traffic accident at the intersection of Fourth Street and Glendale Road,
according to reports.

MAN ARRESTED FOR DRUG POSSESSION

According to reports from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Robbie
Owen, 22, Mobile Home Village, was arrested Feb. 14 and charged with
possession of marijuana under eight ounces and possession of drug
paraphernalia.

WOMAN ARRESTED FOR DRUG POSSESSION

Teresa Shelton, 33, At. 8 Murray, was arrested by the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department Feb. 5 and charged with possession of marijuana
under eight ounces and possession of drug paraphernalia.

ARRESTS MADE FOR CONTEMPT OF COURT

The following people were arrested and charged with contempt of court:
Donald Scott, At. 3 Murray, $67.50 bond; Mitchell Fike, Rt. 1 Almo, bond
was denied; Wiley Powers, Shady Oaks Trailer Park, $67.50 bond; Stan
Counts, Stadium View Drive, $500 bond; Mark McDougal, 1006 Payne,
$229.21 bond; Aaron Vickery, At. 7 Murray, $242.50 bond; Joel Henderson,
Shady Oaks Trailer Park, $71.50 bond; and Ricky Lovett, 1413 Vine St.,
bond was denied.

MAN ARRESTED FOR FLAGRANT NON-SUPPORT

Robert Dale Morgan, no address given, was arrested Feb. 17 and charged
with flagrant non-support. He was placed in the Calloway County Jail in lieu
of a $25,000 cash bond, according to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.

MAN ARRESTED ON THEFT CHARGES

According to reports from the sheriff's department, David Jenkins, 41, At. 1
Kirksey, was arrested Feb. 17 and charged with theft by failure to make
required disposition of property over $300. He was lodged in the Calloway
County Jail in lieu of a $1,000 cash bond.

LOUISVILLE MAN ARRESTED FOR CONTEMPT
According to Calloway County Chief Deputy Dan Bazzell, James Nathaniel
Whalin, 19, Louisville, was arrested in Louisville on Calloway County
charges. Whalin was charged with contempt of court for failure to appear on
theft and criminal mischief charges. He was indicted for first-degree bail
jumping. He was placed in the Calloway County Jail in lieu of a $10,000
cash bond.
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AMERICA REACHES FOR ITS WALLET

OLYMPIA, Wash. — President Clinton's sales pitch for shared sacrifice
didn't wash with Phillip Egan, burger-stand owner and critic of big government. "We've BEEN sacrificing," he said, watching Clinton's address Wednesday night on a battered black-and-white TV at his Olympia business,
Bob's Big Burgers. The president urged people to ask "What's in it for us?"
instead of "Mat's in it for me?" But that didn't stop Egan and other Americans — rich, poor, old, young — from watching Clinton's speech with one
hand reaching quietly for their wallets. Or, in Egan's case, not quietly at all.
He works 12 hours a day, seven days a week, and hopes to dear $30.000
this year. If the government wants to do him and other middle-class Americans a favor, he said, it should cut, cut, cut — and hold the taxes. "I think
taxing the people more should be a last resort." the 39-year-old said. "I
don't think I should pay more taxes. I pay enough now."
*Reaction was gentler at the Camelot Care and Retirement Center in Miami,
where a dozen residents nodded in agreement as Clinton spoke of reforming health care and welfare. Several said that Clinton had no choice but to
raise taxes, and that they'd be willing to contribute their share. "I come from
the Depression," said Bill Millikan, 73. "Back in the '30s, they understood
when a penny was a penny and a nickel was a nickel. We all have got to
work together — the rich, the poor and the middle class. If he can get these
passed, he would make a good president."

FACTORIES FEELING SURGE IN SPENDING

WASHINGTON— A Christmastime surge in retail spending is starting to be
felt on the production floors of the nation's factories, and with luck should
ripple through to the job market, economists say. Consumers gave retailers
their biggest holiday shopping season in years. Now economists are waiting
to see if businesses as a result gain confidence, boost production and
increase hiring. if that happens, as expected, President Clinton will get to
take credit for the improvement that is occurring anyway, along with any
benefits from his economic stimulus package. "I think the expansion is taking hold. The prolonged sluggishness if breaking up," said economist
Robert G. Dederick of Northern Trust Co. in Chicago.

SENATE UPHOLDS BAN ON IMMIGRANTS WITH AIDS

WASHINGTON — The Senate voted today to prevent people infected with
the AIDS virus from immigrating to the United States. The 76-23 vote was a
defeat for President Clinton. The ban on admitting foreigners with the
human immunodeficiency virus had been a matter of government policy that
could be changed by Clinton. But today's vote would turn that policy into a
law, and any change would require an act of Congress. In approving an
amendment sponsored by Sen. Don Nickles, R-Okla., the Senate said people with the HIV virus could come to the country to attend conferences, go
on vacation or get medical treatment. But they couldn't stay here permanently. Clinton had said during the campaign that he intended to change the
old policy to allow HIV-positive people to visit and immigrate, and aides
have said he continued to support that position after he took office. But
Nickles and an overwhelming number of senators disagreed with allowing
the immigration. "I'm afraid that this change in policy is a very serious mistake — a serious mistake that will cost lives," Nickles said of Clinton's
intent. "It will also cost dollars. It will cost big dollars."

REBEL FLAG FLIES OVER NEW BATTLE

ATLANTA — The Confederate banner is flying over a new battle, between
those who say it honors soldiers who fell a century ago and those who say it
insults another group of Southerners still seeking freedom 100 years later.
The flag "represents the sacrifices of our forefathers," said John Murlin,
who demonstrated with white supporters of the flag last week. "It is a
memorial to Confederate veterans." "It represents white supremacy," countered Meguewell Childs, a black man. "It's a subliminal message." Gov. Zell
Miller touched off the dispute in January with legislation to remove from the
state flag the familiar star-studded blue "X" on a red field. Miller said the
flag projects a poor image for Georgia as it prepares to be host of the 1994
Super Bowl and the 1996 Olympics. The proposal has encountered strong
opposition in the Legislature and has become one of the most volatile issue
in Georgia politics. In Alabama, a similar fight is under way. Gov. Guy Hunt
is appealing a federal judge's order barring display of the Confederate battle
flag over the Capitol dome. The judge agreed with four black legislators that
an 1895 law allows only the Alabama and American flags to fly over the
Capitol.

UNATTENDED CHILDREN DIE IN FIRE
DETROIT— Police held a couple for questioning today after seven children
left alone at their parents' home died in a fire. Barred windows blocked most
of the escape routes, and the house had no smoke detectors. The youngsters, ages 7 months to 9 years, were found dead Wednesday in the twostory wooden house in a decaying neighborhood on Detroit's east side.
Their parents, Sheree Williams, 34, and Leroy Lyons, 35, were held at
police headquarters overnight, homicide Sgt. Kay Scott said. Investigators
today planned to take their findings to prosecutors, who will decide whether
to charge the couple. Scott said. She would not discuss any possible
charges. Police said that the children had been left unattended for at least
45 minutes and that Williams told authorities she had gone grocery shopping, The Detroit News said today.

AFRICAN HISTORY NEARLY COMPLETE

PARIS— After 28 years of research, writing and occasional scholarly skirmishing, UNESCO is on the brink of completing the most comprehensive history of Africa written under the control of African editors. Nearly 300 scholars recruited worldwide wrote the eight-volume, 6,000-page work. It makes
extensive use of oral history, and its approaches to the slave trade and
other volatile topics were thrashed out at sometimes impassioned symposiums. "It fills a void," said Augustin Gatera, who since 1972 has helped
coordinate the project from the Paris headquarters of the U.N. Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization. "Previous works usually were written
by historians from ex-colonial powers, from a colonial point of view," said
Gatera, a Rwandan.

HUNDREDS MISSING FROM HAITIAN FERRYBOAT

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — An overloaded ferryboat sank during a rainstorm off southern Haiti, and hundreds of passengers were missing and
feared dead, officials and survivors reported today. The U.S. Coast Guard
said port authorities reported 800 tickets for the triple-decker ferry were
sold. But the skipper said as many as 1,500 people were packed onto the
Neptune for an overnight crossing from the southern port of Jeremie to the
capital when it went down early Wednesday. The U.S. Coast Guard said
bodies from the 150-foot-long ferry Neptune had washed up on the beaches
of Miragoane and Petit Goave, 60 miles west of Port-au-Prince. By this
morning, fewer than 100 survivors had been reported.
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CUPID nets hundreds of arrests
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —

Street-level drug dealers, including those who allegedly sold
drugs near school grounds, were
the target of an undercover operation that culminated with hundreds of arrests across the state.
Police fanned out early Wednesday to begin making the
arrests, which Kentucky State
Police said would total 661 people facing 881 charges once the
operation was completed. The
charges will include 522 felonies
and 359 misdemeanors, Trooper
Montie Dixon said.
"It's all targeted toward getting the street-level drug dealers
off the street," Dixon said.
All 16 state police posts were
involved in the federally funded
Operation CUPID, or "Corralling

Undesirable People Involved in
Drugs," said Capt. Rodney Brewer, a state police spokesman.
State police said 142 of the
felony charges involved people
who allegedly sold drugs within
1,000 yards of school grounds.
"This is where the drug problem often starts — dealers
approaching kids at schools,"
State Police Commissioner Billy
G. Wellman said. "We're cracking down hard on these individuals and between our enforcement
efforts and programs like
D.A.R.E., we believe that we're
making a difference."
Wednesday's arrests ended a
five-month undercover operation
that involved state troopers, local
law enforcement agencies and
informants, Dixon said.

Task force releases draft report
on restructuring of high schools
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The state plans to conduct 15 public
hearings in March and April on a draft report by a state task force
to restructure Kentucky's high schools.
"While we believe there are some necessary requirements for
restructuring, our intent is not to recommend mandates," the report
by the Task Force on High School Restructuring said. "We honor
the process of school-based decision-making evolving all across the
state."
The report will be revised before it goes to the state board for
Elementary and Secondary Education in July. Here arc some key
recommendations from the draft:
*Before entering high school, students will develop individual graduation plans that chart their academic and career goals. The plan
would be revised annually as students' goals and interests change,
but would indicate how they will complete high school and be eligible for college, vocational school, the job market, the military or
community service.
*Students will maintain an academic portfolio.
*Students will participate in at least one activity each year, such as
the student council, athletic teams, drama or chess club.
*Each student must present a final research project before graduation that includes significant written documentation and an oral or
visual presentation.
*Each student must participate in any two of the following elective
activities: voluntary community service; voluntary school service; a
job internship or a selected project.
*Students would have to attend school until age 18 ,or until they
complete their individual graduation plan.
The state has sent the report to all public high schools .in
Kentucky.

Joe Clarke, D-Danvillc, but it has
not been delivered.
Donnermeyer could not be
reached later for comment.
The veteran lawmaker said he
has no lobbying job lined up,
although his legislative experience would make him an attractive member of that fraternity.
The 68-year-old chairman of
the House Cities Committee
called the provision "a kick in
the face to the ordinary people
because it prohibits them from
making a living."
Donnermeyer said he's hesitating because he's not sure of the
implications of the package,
which will become law when it's
signed by Gov. Brercton Jones.
There is some speculation that
current lawmakers would have to
wait to become lobbyists even if
they resign before the bill is
signed.

Is there historical evidence for the
resurrection of Jesus?

COMPUTER
CLASSES

Forty-six area people were
arrested by state and local
authorities In connection
with CUPID, including William B. Hombuckle, 42, of
Murray (charged with two
counts of first-degree trafficking in a controlled substance) and Curtis Burton,
19, of Kirksey (charged with
trafficking under eight
ounces in marijuana).

Microsoft Works
For Beginners
Feb. 23rd 4 25th
600 to 8:00 p.m.
850.00 per person

Introduction
To Computers
Feb. 24th
6:00 to 9:00 p.m.
825.00 per person

The undercover work unfolded
with informants offering tips to
police who would purchase drugs
from the alleged sellers, Dixon
said. State police then secured
warrants for the arrest of those
alleged sellers, he said.
The undercover operation cost
$98,502 in federal funds, he said.

Introduction
To Windows
March 9th & 11th
5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
$50.00 per person

MieroAge
Computer Center

A & A AUTO
RENTAL

314 Main Street
Murray
753.7733

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

MONEYS
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.
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.
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Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461
The Choice Is Yours.

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency
6th & Main
753-0489

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Cons enience \o%% Ofler

UPS Pick-Up

Ethics bill leads to possible resignation
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
provision in the new ethics legislation that prevents former lawmakers from working as lobbyists
for two years after leaving office
has prompted one legislator to
consider resigning.
"If I ever decided that I've had
enough and my wife told me I'm
tired of you getting under my feet
hanging around the house, I could
always get a part-time job lobbying, doing it my way," Rep. Bill
Donnermeyer said. "I could be a
lobbyist, but under this I'd have
to wait."
Donnermeyer, D-Bellevue and
a 23-year veteran of the General
Assembly, told The Kentucky
Post he hadn't considered stepping down until Tuesday morning
when he began considering the
implications of the ethics bill,
which he supported. He has written a letter of resignation and
addressed it to House Speaker
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FISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

RESTAURANT
csci; HOMEPLACHwy.
E FAMILY
121 North • 759-1864
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8 Oz.

Friday & Saturday
All You Can Eat

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

Rib-Eye Steak

$4.25
Tues., Wed. & Thurs
Shrimp Special

$4.25
Saturday & Sunday
Country Ham
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$3.75

4 Cycle Built-In

Dishwasher

Can the existence of God be rationally proven?
Hear these important questions answered by:

KEN CHUMBLEY
February 18, 7:00 p.m.
Barkley Room, Cumis Center,
Murray.State University

Freeze Your Tax Refunds
Let us customize a freezer package for
your family's needs. Special prices on
larger quantities of meat.

Weekly Special

Following Mr. Chumbley's speaking on
these vital themes the audience will be
given the opportunity to ask questions.
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U.S.DA. Choice Sirloin
Tip

Roast

U.S.DA. Choice
Rump

Roast

Loin End
Pork

Roast

1.

The West Murray
Church of Christ
invites everyone to attend
this special period of study.

Country Style
Spare

Ribs

I.

Monday-Friday 9 a.m -6 p.m.;
Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

For additional information
please call 7534935

4 cycles and 6 options Normal. Light.
Rinse & Hold and Plate Warmer cycles.
kilted dry on/off option_ 2-level wash
system with Rinse Aid dispenser Sound
insulation.

$249

ReilAttractive&Affonlable
Murray Appliance & TV
Your General Electric, 'Tenn Air & RCA appliance
dealer in Murray
212 E. Main St.
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Letters to the Editor

Different loyalties aren't a slam
Dear Editor:
I can not answer for Scou Edgar, but I would like to express my
opinion of Bob Cunningham's comment.
All of us need to keep in mind there are other good universities in
Kentucky — Louisville, Murray State and Western — just to name a
few. They all represent our state well in athletics as well as
academics.
I'm a graduate of the UK system — although I was born in North
Carolina. I've lived in Kentucky for 20 years (compared to Edgar's 2).
I'm very aware that Murray is in Kentucky, and both my husband and
I are fans and supporters of MSU. Are you? I own my own home and
I pay my share of Kentucky taxes. I'm not slamming UK but my
blood doesn't flow Wildcat blue.
Daily I see various vehicles showing support via stickers and
license plates, etc., for colleges outside of Kentucky. This is a free
country. Be grateful you may choose whom you wish to support. Do
not criticize others just because they do not share your opinion. You
do have choices: (1) Do not listen. (2) Do not read it. ,
Keep in mind Edgar and Richardson coached together and were
successful for 11 years. It is apparent ties developed between them
that will not be broken, no matter what state they are in.
Would your feelings be different if Arkansas beat Louisville? Could
you possibly be a sore loser?
Finally — go Racers and Tar Heels.
Sheila Lovins
1510 Chaucer, Murray

Learning about diversity
One of the nice parts about my
job is learning about so many difSI IORT TAI(ES
ferent people. In the morning, I
can receive a crash course in how
to make sorghum molasses and
by the afternoon there is an interview to do on school reform.
Gina Hancock
With February being Black
History Month, there has been a
Ledger & Ttmes staff writer
variety of cultural opportunities
in Murray. Such speakers as Dr. child relationships and broken
Jawanza Kunjufu and Dr. Eli- dreams.
An all-African American cast,
zabeth Brown-Guillory have been
that usually wears white faces,
here to speak.
White guilt — that was one reached out to all segments of our
comment I heard in response to community.
Constance Alexander's column
"Fences" wasn't just a "black"
about Dr. Kunjufu's speech.
story. It was a story that the
I haven't been able to get that entire audience could relate to on
comment out of my mind.
some level.
But when I saw the play
It was the essence of that
"Fences" recently, I was able to experience that underscored Monmove beyond what's right or day's panel discussion with Dr.
wrong about affirmative action, Brown-Guillory.
multi-cultural applications in colShe is advocating an inclusive
lege courses or any of the other American literary canon that feasocial arguments dealing_ with tures not only the traditional
racial issues.
white, male writers but also
works by such diverse groups as
"Fences" was a production by
Playhouse in the Park. The play, women, African Americans, Chiby August Wilson, is set in the canos and Asian Americans.
As the storyline of "Fences"
1950s and revolves around the
lives of a black family. The story demonstrated, we all share a
touches a myriad of issues common experience that is
including job discrimination, slanted by our individual
alcoholism, infidelity, parent- backgrounds.

The audience did not know
they were part of an experiment.
By the time the show started, the
anger and frustration of the blueeyes were obvious.
As the moderator picked out
deficiencies among the blue-eyes
that echoed generations of racial
slurs, the brown-eyes turned
against them.
What better way to spend two
It was amazing and frightening
hours than learning about another
watch.
to
way of looking at common
Before it was over, some of the
experiences?
yes were even telling
Oprah Winfrey has probably brown-e
jokes. Deprived of some
blue-eye
done more to sensitize the generliberties, the blue-eyes
civil
basic
al public to our diverse communiquickly saw the world through
ty than anyone else.
different "eyes."
The show that I will always
The blue-eye/brown-eye experremember — besides the one
would be hard to duplicate,
iment
in
community
e
from the all-whit
up a book by James
but
picking
Georgia — was when the audiAlice Walker isn't.
or
Baldwin
ence was divided by eye color.
to the AfriMy
first
exposure
The blue-eyed members were can American experience was
segregated from the brown-eyed
when I read "The Learning Tree"
bunch. Oprah's staff made the by Gordon Parks when I was 10
blue-eyes wear scarves to identify years old. I still have that book
them. They were made to stand and will always treasure it_
up for hours, waiting to get into
If literature can allow us to
the show. The staff even limited
how many times they could go to glimpse another life experience,
another culture, why not open
the bathroom.
that door or, rather, a book cover.
The brown -eyes were seated
White guilt or a desire to learn
first and allowed to go to the
wanted.
about someone else?
something
they
bathroom whenever

rArd
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- WIKE!..er I mean
Gymnasts notedfor dedication

,

Dear Editor:
Liza Griffin, Annie Hudson, Jennifer King, Meghan King, Courtney
Potter, Alecia Robertson,, Emily Thomas.
These girls all have at least three things in common. They are from
Murray or Calloway County, they are gymnasts, and they all competed in the United States Gymnastic Federation Kentucky State Gymnastic Championship on Feb. 13-14 at Lakewood Gymnastics in
Mayfield.
Some of these young ladies are state champions in different gymnastic events; but all of these girls are champions. On these two days
they competed against the state's best gymnasts. Whether they won a
ribbon or medal, they are still winners because they competed and
they did the best they could on this day.
In order for these girls to reach the levels that they are on, they
spend many hours in the gym practicing the same skills thousands of
times. These girls spend anywhere from six to 12 hours a week in the
gym year round and before a meet they work even more hours. Some
of the girls get home from school at 3:15, get their homework, eat,
and then drive for 30 minutes to get to practice by 5 o'clock. Practice
runs from 5 to 8 p.m. four nights a week. They get up at 6:30 a.m. and
most nights it is 9:30 or 10 p.m. before they get back to bed. On Friday nights, when other girls their age are going to ball games and
slumber parties, these girls are going to the gym. They don't do these
things because they are made to but because they love gymnastics.
I have seen some of these girls tear rips in their hands, pull muscles, and even break bones; but they were in the gym every day to
practice. We took one girl to the doctor and when he told us her finger
was broken, she cried, not because of her finger but because she
couldn't compete in the Blue Grass Games. There is no more dedicated bunch of young people in the world than these girls.
I write this letter to you because these young ladies need to be recognized for their accomplishments and hard work. I would like to say
thanks for a great job to these girls and to the nearly 300 other girls
who competed this past weekend. There are thousands of girls in Kentucky and elsewhere working very hard to reach this point. Good luck
and go for it! In closing, I would say to these girls, "It doesn't matter
how many times you fall, the important thing is how many times you
get up."
Jim Potter
1714 Miller Avenue, Murray

Hold our officials accountable
Dear Editor:
I believe the time has come for the American taxpayers to start
holding our elected Washington officials accountable for their actions.
Since they are allowed free mailing privileges, would it be asking too
much of them to advise us of the contents of the bills and laws which
they are so casually passing, before they become law? After all, we
will be affected by them sooner or later. As you may know, we were
not one of the states which voted for term limitations last November.
The strongest opposition to the idea of term limits comes from special
interest groups and large corporations, who would like to see the
career politicians (criminals) remain in office. After all, it is easier to
get a favor from an old friend who has served on a committee for
many years.
What these people seem to forget is that we elected them, and they
are supposed to be working for us, not against us! However, once they
get to good old Washington, they do whatever they wish! One example is the upcoming vote on the so-called free trade agreement, or
NAFTA. Do we know how our elected officials from Kentucky are
going to vote when the time comes? If we continue to export our
industries to other countries, just what work are they going to re-train
us for? Can we afford to lose any more jobs? These companies that
have moved should not be allowed to return to America! And, we
should boycott their products! These greedy corporations want to
capitalize on cheap Mexican labor and sell it in America at ten times
what it cost them to manufacture. Let them stay there and rot!
I would like to suggest that all of us send postcards to our senators
and congressmen, informing them of our views on NAFTA, and any
other issues which involve the American taxpayer. As for sacrificing
to reduce the deficit, why don't they forego the pay raise and COLA
they to generously gave themselves which began on Jan. 1, 1993? I
recommend a postcard as it will be rad by many people before it
reaches their office. Let them know that we are watching them, as I
am sure Ross Perot is doing! As a member of the United We Stand,
America group, we must fix our country before we can fix the rest of
the world!
Lois May Wilcox
1300 S. 16th Street, Murray
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A preemptive package
WASHINGTON — President
Clinton's catalogue for change
begins with the most difficult
political sales — tax increases
and spending curbs. He wants to
make them while he is strongest
and there is time for results
before the next elections.
He took them to Congress and
the nation Wednesday night after
unexpectedly broadening the
shopping list to include more
popular programs and promises
as well. It offered a preview of
the budget the new administration
will present in five weeks, and
the equivalent of a State of the
Union message.
The White House had said it
would be more limited, less
detailed on cuts and program
proposals. But it came with pages
of numbers, after a day of 10
Cabinet briefings on what the
new administration wants to do
as well as what Clinton wants
cut.
The strategy, clearly, was
preemptive, to make it a package,
put opponents off stride.
"This economic plan can't
please everybody," the president
said. "If the package is picked
apart, there'll be something that
will anger each of us, won't
please anybody. But if it is taken
as a whole, it will help all of
us."
It won't be enacted as a whole,
of course. It will be the sum of
separate bills on taxes, appropriations and the overall budget, all
months in the making. It will be
changed; no president gets all he
wants, not even a newly elected
Democrat with his fellow Democrats in full control of Congress.
So Clinton will have to corn-

work to reduce deficits and rekindle economic expansion at the
PERSPECTIVE ON
same time.
Raising taxes, by $246 billion
over four years in Clinton's plan,
usually is a step to cool the economy, not part of a package to
Walter Mears
stimulate it and add jobs. So
Clinton is out to defy conventionAssociated Press colonist
al economic wisdom.
Conservatives argue that the
promise. But first, he'll make his too much emphasis on raising
is a symptom, that the real
deficit
cutting
on,
taxes, not enough
case.
is excessive government
ailment
spending.
He began by warning that
According to the Heritspending.
But Clinton said that by 1997
Americans are skeptical about
spending has
Foundation,
age
deficit
the
their government: "They know his budget will slice
$1 in tax
every
for
$1.59
up
gone
the
of
"one
billion,
$140
that ... various interest groups by
three
past
the
in
increases
will be out in force lobbying greatest real spending cuts by an
decades.
against this or that piece of this American .president."
Clinton now promises that $2
It isn't real yet. Some of the
plan."
by his tax
"Our people will be watching reductions he wants will be hard of every $3 produced
will go
program
cut
budget
and
Demofellow
and wondering ... just to see to get, even from
he
said
He
deficit.
the
reduce
to
to
wants
he
example,
For
crats.
whether this is going to be busiobliquely
and
fairly,
it
do
would
civilian
salaries,
federal
freeze
new
real
a
or
ness as usual
day,and military, this year and hold confessed to reneging on a cam..the president said.
increases one point below paign promise by recommending
future
Since the Clinton tax proposals
rate. That won't be an energy tax.
inflation
the
some
weeks,
for
had been floated
Since he didn't spare the
as trial balloons that burst, there done without a struggle.
class entirely, Clinton
middle
to
needs
Clinton
addition,
In
were no unexpected recommenhe wants income taxes
that
noted
the
and
Congress
both
convince
to
address
his
debut
in
dations
on wealthiest 1.2 peronly
raised
ecoof
taxpayers that his version
Congress. And Republicans comAmericans.
of
cent
a
make
will
really
change
nomic
plained that it was indeed busiNeither that, nor his dropped
ness as usual, insisting there was difference; that his program will
pledge to cut the dcficit by half
in a term, nor the forsaken effort
to cut spending $2 for $1 in tax
increases, was lost on Republican
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
critics.
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
"Change now means reviving
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply With the folold,
discredited, big government
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
schemes," Rep.
tax-and-spend
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
Michel, the House
H.
Robert
necessary (telephone numbers will not be publishcd). Letters should be
Republican leader, said in a TV
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
rebuttal.
general interest. Letters must not be more than 500 words. The Murray
Perhaps so. But if Clinton can
Ledger de Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
make his cuts stick and claim
to limit frequent writers.
headway toward his economic
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
goals, he'll outlast the critics.
& Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
That won't be easy.
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Calendart

Of

IPOOMED BY

BUSINESS COUNCIL POR THE ARTS
Irberray/Caloway County Chamber M Commerce
Feb. 18
Meeting — Camera Club,
free, 7 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library.
Feb. 19
Performance — Opera
Workshop Festival, free at
Robert E. Johnson Theatre
at 7 p.m.
Feb. 20
Dance Production — Alice
in Radioland with Jackson
Purchase Dance Company
at Playhouse in the Park at
8 p.m. Admission charged.
Now through Feb. 21
Exhibition — Art by Murray State University faculty
members, free at Clara M.
Eagle Gallery.
Feb. 23
Faculty Recital — Tom
Vanarsdel, percussionist,
free at 8 p.m. at Farrell
Recital Hall.
Feb. 26-27
Theatre Production — In
One Basket begins at 8 p.m.
at Playhouse in the Park.
Admission charged.
Feb. 26
Concert — "Salute to Sousa
II" by MSU Wind Ensemble at Lovett Auditorium.
Feb. 26 — March 28
Painting Exhibit —
"Changing Landscapes"
free at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery.
Now through Feb. 28
Photography Exhibit —
Soaring Perceptions: Our
Unique Views of This Tiny
Planet, Camera Club at Calloway County Public
Library.

MSU, NOA sponsor opera workshop

Dance workshops scheduled
The Murray Civic Music Association presents Ririe-Woodbury
Dance Company for a three day residency as a part of the Kentucky
State Dance On Tour Project.
The Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company has provided 28 years of
variety and innovation in modem dance. They are dedicated to
quality dance, community arts education and are one of the few
professional companies committed to choreographing specifically
for the elementary school age child.
The show will run from March 1 through March 3 as follows:
March 1
•10 a.m.-10:45 a.m. — Youth Concert at Lovett Auditorium for
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative Schools Area Elementary
Schools.

Murray State University, in
conjuction with the Southern
'Region of the National Opera
Association, will sponsor an
Opera Workshop Festival Friday
followed by a free performance at
7 p.m. in the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre.
"The workshop, which will be
held from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.. is for
professional singers, directors
and students interested in the
world of opera, " coordinator
Randall Black said.
•12:45 p.m.-1:30 p.m. — Youth Concert at Lovett Auditorium for
During the workshop, there
local elementary school systems.
will be several panel discussions,
a stage movement workshop and
•2 p.m.-3:30 p.m. — Master Class: regional university dance
auditions for the Opera of Central
teachers/students at Lovett Auditorium.
Kentucky.
Featured guests are Susan
.4 p.m.-5:30 p.m. — Technical Theatre Workshop at Lovett. Fleming, assistant professor of
Auditorium.
voice at the University of Alabama; Dr. Stephen King, assistant
.7 p.m.-8:30 p.m. — Parent-Child Workshop at the MSU Dance
professor of music at Georgetown
Studio for children and their parents interested in dance.
College; Dr. Rebecca Tate St.
•
Goar, associate professor at the
March 2
University of Tennessee at Chat•8 p.m. — Major Performance presented by MCMA at Lovett
tanooga; Stephen Fiol, adminiAuditorium. A reception will follow.
strative chairman of the School of
March 3
•9 a.m.-10 a.m. — Lecture and Demonstrations at Calloway County Middle and High Schools.

TIMNE

•11 a.m.-12 p.m. — Lecture and Demonstrations at Murray Middle
and High Schools.
•3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. — Movement Workshops at the Douglas
Community Center, Weaks Community Center, W.A.T.C.H.
Center.
05 p.m.-6:30 p.m. — Repertoire Workshop at Lovett Auditorium
for advanced dancers from 11 years old and up.

Auditions set for playwright festival
Auditions for the Fifth West
Kentucky Playwrights Festival
will be held March 1 and March
2 at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County's Playhouse in the Park.
"This year's festival is so special because it's our fifth birthday," Becky Reynolds, WKP
Artistic Director, said.
Roles are available for all ages
— eight years old and up. Cast
and crew positions are available
for four shows with performance
dates in April.

"If you've never been involved
in the theater, this is a great time.
To audition, you just show up,
fill out an information sheet and
read what the director hands to
you. There is something for
everyone this year, whether you
want to be a part of the cast or
crew," Reynolds said. "There's
no big time commitment because
these plays only run one
weekend."
For more information, call the
Playhouse at 759-1752.

Music and director of lyric theater at Millikin University; Dr.
Christine Isley, assistant professor of voice and opera at Middle
Tennessee State University; Dr.
Mozelle Clark Sherman, professor of church music at Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary;
Diana Davidson Pierce, artistic
director of Opera of Central Kentucky and a member of the faculty at Transylvania University and
Berea College; Cliff Jackson,
member of the vocal staff of the

University of Kentucky; and
Phyllis Jenness, professor of
voice at the University of
Kentucky.
The festival will culminate in a
presentation at 7 p.m. Friday, featuring performers from Middle
Tennesse State University Opera
Workshop in Murfreesboro,
Tenn., Murray State Opera Workshop, Millikin University Opera
Workshop in Decatur, Ill, and the
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville.

If You Believe It Is Time
For A Change In The Courthouse
There's One Clear Choice
Elect

Chuck Shuffett
Calloway County Judge Executive
Paid Foe By Ti-. Candidate

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.

RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL
INSTALLATION
SERVICE
SHEET METAL
• All Major Brands
• Air Conditioning
V Custom Design
•
Replacement Parts in Stock
II Gas Packs
• Furnaces - Gas or Electric • Factory Trained Technicians
• Heat Pumps
• Service Contracts Available
24 HR EMERGENCY SERVICE

V Stainless Steel
V Copper
V Brass

Call 753-8181

Randy Thornton-Pres.

POWERFUL
SAVINGS
FOR ALL YOUR POWER NEEDS!
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Free Estimates

•

me

MARINE/RV NAPA
STARTING BATTERIES DEEP CYCLE
NAPA

Trolling Motors, Motor Homes,
Fish Finders

Boats with Inboard or
Outboard Motors

$2995

$4495*
BG AMP

Storewide

400 MCA
*8260

*8240

'5195'

'3499*

105 AMP
*8270
with trade

500 MCA
*8261

after retDate

MOTORCYCL
BATTERIES
12N14-3A
*740-1856
$27 95
- 10.00 rebat

LAWN & GARDEN
RACTOR BATTERY
Fits Most Garden
Tractors 165 CCS S
(GROUP 111 -L)08221

$1 795
Mode; G262951K
26 dsogonol

RCA

RCA

Pviodel CC405

RCA
noon

Model 031151WK
31 d.agonal

RCA

1495

614A-A2 #740-1860
Fits Most All Terrarienbate
Vehicles $39.95

Model G27221WK
2T diagonal

All 1992's
Must Go!
The New '93's
Are Coming In!

REGISTER TO WIN!

95

12N12A4A1
0740-1853
Fits Most
Popular Honda
$25.95
JAM reba

Minn Kota Electric
Trolling Motor

$15"
All Motorcycle
Batteries offer a $10.(1)
Manufacturer's Mail-In
Rebate

Mcdel VR3°1

non

*wIth trade
after rebate

Die cast 10-position bracket adjusts
to any transom angie. Clamp mourt
makes attachment and removal easy
Telescoping handle with speed control. Four forward speeds. 17 lbs. of
thrust Requires 12-volt battery.
Details at Participating
NAPA Stores.

Model F20571EM
20 diagonal

QUALITY
YES.
For over SS pears

Napa has complete
coverage for all
your spark plug needs

1.
014E\I
RE1

RCA

Model G251891K
25' dooponal

We gotta sell'em folks so c'mon in!

WARD-ELKINS

411 Maple St.

753-1713

Murray

•

AVAILABRITY
Unmatched.

Champion

OUTBOARD MOTOR APPUCATIONS:
AQUA SCOOTER • CHRYSLER • CLINTON • ELGIN • ESKA • EVINRUDE • EXPLORER
FORCES HONDA JOHNSON • MARINER • MERCURY • MIGHTY MITE ir • NISSAN
OUTBOARD MARINE • SEA KING • SEARS • SPIRIT • SUZUKI • TANAKA • TOHATSU
VOLVO-PENTA • WET • WIZARD • YAMAHA

Feel tree to check us out'

WINE INBOARD ENGINES:
AMERICAN CHALLENGER • BMW • BERKELEY • CHRYSLER • CRUSADER • FLAGSHIP
HARDIN MARINE • JET SKI •JNOVAR • MERCRUISER • OMC • UNIVERSAL • VOLVO-PENTA

111111'

Over 130,000 parts

We are much lower than
some other so-called
discounters

1111 (MI1111)1/11.1111

Murray Auto Parts
1300 N. 12th St.

753-4424
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Britt Allen Fisher born
Doug Colson and Lisa Fisher
of Rt. 1, Hardin, are the parents
of a son, Britt Allen Fisher, born
on Wednesday, Jan. 27, at 1:31

.16

4,
6

•
1PtioStet,,A

Dixieland Center
Murray, Ky.
Court Square
Paris, Tn.

Groundhog

Day

(PG)
Staning Bill Murray

Calloway County Band Boosters will sponsor a chili supper on
Friday, Feb. 19, in the cafeteria of the high school. Serving will be
from 4:30 to 6 p.m. The cost will be $3 for adults and $2 for children
under 12. This price also includes drink and dessert. Proceeds will
help defray some of the costs of the band program. Tickets may be
purchased in advance from any band member or may be bought at the
door. If school is cancelled that day because of bad weather, the supper will also be cancelled.

Need Line pantry items needed

Sommersby

if Liz Claiborne

(P013)

Handbags
,at great prices

Timothy Hutton In
The TOR)(R)

it Bay Club
, Sportswear

The Vanishing
(R)

Spring Dresses
4'Spring Jewelry

6
0
0

Mardi Gras at MHS Saturday

7:10
9:20

The annual Mardi Gras at Murray High School will be Saturday, Feb. 20,
from 6 to 9 p.m. at the school. This event, sponsored by the French and
Spanish Clubs at the school, features all types of games, face painting,
entertainment and food. The public is urged to attend to support these clubs
in their annual fund-raising event.

1:30
3:40
7:00
9:00

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Curry Richey

Moss and Richey vows
solemnized in Jamaica

1:30
3:36
7:15
9:20

Tom Sarongs, In

1:30
3:30

"Sn I per" (R)

9
71:

Miss Jill Renee Moss and Robert Curry Richey were married on
Sunday, Dec. 27.
The vows were said at Sandals Resort in Montego Bay, Jamaica.
The Rev. Gordon officiated at the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wayne Moss of

In Matinee's
Sat. a Sun. ONLY
Bargain Night Is Thursday

Ambition Shorts
•
-

Layaway Now!

Kathie Gentry, executive director of Need Line, said items were needed
for the food pantry to fill needs for food by clients. Items especially needed
are dry beans, powdered milk, peanut butter and instant potatoes. Any other
food items are also appreciated, Gentry said. The Need Line office, located
on the bottom floor of Weaks Community Center, is open from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday.

1:30
3:45
7:06
9:20

Richard Gam In

'

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

••
•••• .
THEATRES

SPRING
FASHION
IDEAS!

VOW

JO'S DATEBOOK

p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds and measured 20 inches.
He has a brother, Douglas Fisher,
2.
Grandparents are Linda Allen,
Benton, Jimmy Fisher, Brownsville, Tenn., Helen Boggs, Murray, and the late Frankie Colson.

Rent your mo%ies • at the movies!:
753.3314
1008 Chestnut
Open 11:am to 10:pm

:
•
•

Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gene Richey of
Madisonville.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Richey are residing in Murray.

Miller Association elects
officers, schedules event

9

•

SILADIUM

•

$79." Designer Sae Prxe
- 1(Pc Monisiocurer s Reocte
16—F Youi FRI Cost

PLUS FREE CUSTOM FEATURES - A VALUE OF OVER $50.

3 WEEK DELIVERY•INCLUDES ALL DESIGNER SERIES STYLES

_•,.
, ARTORVED
CLASS RINGS

The Original Class Ring.
BRING THIS AD

069

COOK'S JEWELRY
Central Shopping Center

Murray 753-1606

The Miller Memorial Golf
Association held its annual meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 26.
Elected as officers were Mike
Wicker, president; Harold
Bynum, vice president; Bill Lyle,
secretary; Judy Lyle, treasurer.
The annual dues have been
reduced to $20 per year. Membership is open to all golfers
(male and female) of any skill
level. A variety of golf events
(team and individual) are played
for fun, fellowship and good golf.
This year handicaps will
assigned locally; however, anyone wishing a USGA handicap
will have that option by paying
the fee to the Pro Shop. If you do

not have a handicap, one will be
estimated until such time that you
have played enough rounds to
establish a handicap.
Tournament play will begin
Feb. 20 with a Four-person
Scramble. The deadline for
registeration for this first event
was Febv. 17. Entry fee for each
event is $5 to be paid the day of
the tournament. Prizes are gift
certificates from the Pro Shop.
For more information regarding the Golf Association and
membership, call Bill Lyle at
762-6217 or 759-9949 or Miller
Memorial Golf Course at
762-2238.

sitaqNTS

Music Chorus rehearsal tonight
The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. for a rehearsal at the club house. Rehearsals are planned each rust and third Thursdays of the month. Margie
Shown, director, urges all members to attend. Janet Finch is pianist for the
Chorus.

Bingo Play scheduled on Friday
The Jonathan-Aurora Action Group has started its Bingo Play each Friday
at 7 p.m. at Holiday Restaurant, Aurora. This is open to the public and will
be scheduled each Friday night until further notice. Proceeds from the Bingo
play will go toward local projects of the Action Group including landscaping
in the area, tourism promotion, and help for needy persons in the area.

TOPS Chapter meeting tonight
TOPS *469 will meet tonight (Thursday) at Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. and a meeting
will begin at 7 p.m. This is a non-profit organization designed for persons
who have a desire to lose weight. For more information call 753-6830 and
ask for Tammy.

Parkinson's meeting on Friday
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday, Feb. 19, at 4 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information
call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or Ann Ingle, R.N., at 762-1100.

Hospital retirees to meet Monday
Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Monday, Feb. 22,
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. This is for all retirees and for any persons who
have ever worked at the hospital. For more information call Nancy McClure,
492-8640, or Lottie Brandon.

Singles Too plan activities
Singles Too will have activities on Saturday, Feb. 20, and Monday, Feb.
22. The group will meet Saturday at 6:45 p.m. at University Church of Christ
parking lot to go to a movie. The singles will meet Monday at 7 p.m. at
Louie's Steak House on North 12th Street, Murray. Mrs. Tidwell of The Vacation Station will discuss tips on planning a trip. This is a support group for
all single men and women that have never been married, are separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Celia, 753-6078, or Wynnona, 753-7845.

Ladies' Night Out on Tuesday
Ladies' Night Out at Murray Country Club will be Tuesday, Feb. 23. A
social hour will be from 6 to 7 p.m. Dinner at a cost of $5.50 per person will
be served at 7 p.m. The menu will be chicken broccoli stroganoff, salad, roll
and dessert. Games will follow the meal. Reservations should be made by
Monday, Feb. 22, by calling 753-6113.

Adult Books meeting Monday
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, Feb. 22, at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County Public Library. Jim Anderson will lead the discussion on
the book, Mario and the Magician by Thomas Mann. All persons who have
read the book are invited to take part in the discussion.

CCMS 4-H Club event Saturday

INDUSTRIES INC.

TRUNK SHOW
February 19
9:30 am - 6 pm

Calloway County Middle School 4-H Club will meet Saturday, Feb. 20,
from 9 a.m. to noon in the third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. 'First Aid Techniques' will be the program by Kenny Reynolds,
EMT and fireman. Also featured will be Police Officer Melodie Jones. The
4-H Group will go for pizza at Pagliai's and parents may pick up their children at 1 p.m. at Pagliai's For more information call Joyce Tidwell at
435-4.328.

Church of God plans revival
The Highway 80 Church of God has announced that revival services will
be Feb. 21-26. The Rev. Mark Hisle, state evangelist for the Church of God
in Kentucky, will speak at 7 p.m. nightly. Special music will be provided.
Allan Stokes, pastor, and the congregation invite the public to attend the
services at the church, located two miles west of Hardin on Highway 80. For
more information call 437-4143.

CCHS Class of 1963 plans meeting
Members of Calloway County High School Class of 1963 will meet Sunday, Feb. 21, at 2 p.m. at Shoneys. This will be to discuss plans for the
30-year class reunion scheduled Sept. 4 at Executive Inn, Paducah. The
class had 109 graduates. For more infibrmation call Judy Turner, 489-2288,
or Betty Lawrence, 753-5643, after 5 p.m.

Special musical on Friday

Join us
for
sun fun!

The Third Graders of Carter School will present a musical, 'Only Love Is
Spoken Here,' on Friday, Feb. 19, at 12:30 p.m. at the Carter School Gymnasium.'The group will sing and swing out the message of love and friendship in this special musical,' said Joan Bowker, director.
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WHAT MAKES A
UNIQUE PHARMACY?
*Free consultation and review
•We work with your doctor and

of prescriptions.
save you money by using
generic drugs whiossible.
'We have computerizedrecords for insurance and taxes.

HOLLAND DRUGS
Court Square, Murray

109 S. 4tIli St.

753-1462
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Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal and Select
Masters/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Temple.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
Murray High School events
include FHA Star Events Competition at Graves County High
School; J.V. and Varsity Basketball Girls play at Ballard Memorial; Freshmen host Mayfield in
basketball game/5:30 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 18
Murray Business and
Professional Women/6
p.m./Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn with Sandra Stark Jones
as speaker.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board/5:30 p.m./board

Thursday, Feb. 18
First United Methodist Church
events include Children's Church
Training in Social Hall/6 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9 a.m
and 12:45 p.m.; Pulpit Nominating Committee/7 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 19
AA and Al-Anon/open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets, Murray.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Adult Winter Banquet/6:30
p.m./Grace Baptist Church.

MOM.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.

Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth/College-Career
Winter Banquet/6 p.m.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45
a.m.; R.C.I.A./7 p.m.

First Christian Church events
include Singles Support Group/6
p.m. and "How To Live and
Share Christ's Love”/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m. and BYWsrl p.m.
Twin Lakes Antique Car
Club/7 p.m./Country Kitchen,
Draffenville.
Murray Women of the Moose/8
p.m. with officers/7 p.m.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
of VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.

Horoscopes
FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 19,1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE rative enterprise is at stake. Do not
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A let temporary obstacles halt your
large helping of good luck will bring progress.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
you the things you want most. Fortune smiles on your creative endeav- _ Work should go well today. Be
ors throughout the spring. This com- careful not to neglect family life in
ing summer, other people try to your preoccupation with getting
influence your decisions more than ahead. Relax at home tonight. Read
you like. Selecting a partner who more about natural foods before
understands your need for freedom altering your diet.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
is the key to happy romance. By
November, you will be contemplat- Someone may let you down today.
ing a change of employment or resi- It is best not to take promises at face
dence. Friends and family prove value, especially where money or
business is involved. Get the full
wonderfully supportive.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON facts from someone in the know. ,
THIS DATE:jockey Eddie Arcaro,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
the Duke of York Prince Andrew. Business and finance are again
actress Margaux Hemingway, singer emphasized, and in a positive way.
Smokes' Robinson.
Creative ventures launched at this
ARIES (March 2I-April 19): A time stand a good chance of sucwealth of ideas needs paring down ceeding. Do not be afraid to take
to size. Do not let distractions keep calculated risks.
you from handling important
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
responsibilities. Creative ideas 21): Streamline your schedule so
abound at work.
that you can concentrate on achievTAURUS (April 20-May 20): ing what is really important. If planOriginal ideas and innovative meth- ning to enjoy a socially active, funods attract favorable notice today. filled weekend, try to leave work
Use your theatrical flair to illustrate early.
concepts. Now is the ideal time to
CAPRICORN *Dec. 22-Jan.
launch a business enterprise.
19): You have lots of nervous enerGEMINI (May 21-June 20): gy today but may lack staying
Many errands and tele6hone calls power. A meeting with the boss
are indicated today and tomorrow. should go well. Toot your own horn
Handle—them promptly. A valuable for a change. Claim credit for your
partnership continues to flourish. A ideas.
lucky breakthrough could come in
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
an unexpected manner.
There is no point in postponing
CANCER (June 21-July 22): tasks that must be done or decisions
Highly favorable aspects mean that must be made. Roll up your
speedy progress on an important sleeves and dig in. A negotiating
work project or group effort. Friends session goes smoothly; the results
can introduce you to business con- delight you!
tacts. Let higher-ups see how talentPISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): A
ed you are.
good day for getting in touch with
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): After a your real priorities and deepest
period of uncertainty, you reach a needs. Planning ahead is reassuring.
significant behind-the-scenes agree- New occupational opportunities
ment. A job, investment or collabo- sound terrific.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are the dream-weavers of the Zodiac, born
under the most imaginative of the signs. Sensitive, compassionate and intuitive. these Pisces let their instincts dictate their decisions. One of their
greatest strengths is their ability to adapt to changing circumstances. While
others may be thrown by unexpected developments, these versatile youngsters quickly hit their stride. An urge to travel and see the world probably
means that marriage will have to wait. These curious explorers are more
interested in adventure than security.
iTo order a revised and updated copy of Jeane DWI'S hest-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Forev Cr: How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send 58.95 plus SI postage and handling
to Dixon. c/o Andrews and %Neel, P.O. Box 419150. Kansas City, Mo. 64141. Make chevks payable to
Andrew.and McMee1.1

Southwest Calloway SBDM
Council/5:30 p.m./at school.
Murray Chapter of International
Reading Association/4
p.m./Southwest Calloway
Elementary School.
Hazel Woman's Club meeting/7
p.m./Hazel Community Center.
Sons of Confederate Veterans
General Lloyd Tilghman Camp
#1495/Anne Washington Leslie
House, Paducah/7 p.m.
Men's Stag Night at Murray
Country Club/6:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library. •
Friday, Feb. 19
"Hearts and Flowers Dance"/by
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/Curris Center Dance
Lounge, Murray State
University/7:30-11:30 p.m. Info/
Pamela, 753-7638.
Murray High School events
include
KIRIS
Testing/8:25-11:30 a.m.; Tripleheader basketball games at Marshall County High School with
J.V. Boys/5 p.m., Varsity Boys/7
p.m. and Varsity Girls/8:30 p.m.
Calloway County High School
Lakers host basketball games
with Graves County High School.
This will be Senior Night.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities. Exercise program/9 a.m.
Games for members only/8
p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
Youth Lock-Out/10 p.m./Carr
Health Building, Murray State
University, sponsored by Blood
River Baptist Association.

Clean Sweep Moving Sale
Winter Merchandise

50-75%

Off

All Weather Coats

vil /3-1/2

Off

.4(4,1
,̀
•

Opera Workshop Festival
performance/7 p.m./Johnson
Theatre of Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Admission free.
Home, Lawn and Garden
Show/3-9 p.m./West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Admission free.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Eagles Weekend.
Info/1-924-1213.

Baby, dismissals
listed, Tuesday
hospital report
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Feb. 16, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Barnett baby girl, parents, Jana and
Randy, Rt. 7, Box 199, Murray.
Dismissals
Herbert Cherry, 839 Hurt, Murray;
Joe David Phillips, At. 1, Box 146-B,
Almo;
Brent McNutt, E-4 Fox Meadows,
Murray; Harold Nance, At. 8, Box CR
12-A, Murray;
Mrs. Edith Story, At. 7, Box 54, Murray; Thomas Charles Nesbitt, Rt 4,
Box 261, Murray;
Mrs. Josephine F. Shroat, 302
South 13th St., Murray; William Everett
Bazzell, At. 1, Box 211-A, Farmington;
Claude Mergenthal, 244 Hillview
Dr., Cadiz; Charles D. Clark Jr.,
1805-A College Farm Rd., Murray;
Miss Bonnie Jo Perkins, Rt. 1, Box
752, Dexter; Ms. Mayme Armstrong,
417 Cherry, Murray;
Mrs. Roberta Tarry, 817 North 20th
St., Murray; Ms. Evelyn Cleo Evitts,
West View Nursing Home, Murray;
John Mason Jr., 101 Center St.,
Apt. 5, Hazel; Mrs. Cynthia Goodrich,
Rt. 1, Box 283-A, Almo;
Mrs. Rebecca Fortner and baby girl,
At. 7, Benton.

A Divorce Recovery Workshop
will be held Saturday and Sunday, March 13 and 14, at Kenlake
State Park Lodge at Aurora.
The Rev. Wayne Hunsucker
will be the leader for the conference to begin Saturday at 7 p.m.
and conclude Sunday at noon.
Subjects to be dealt with
include:
'
Is this really happening to
me?
*Coping with your former
spouse.
'
Assuming
new
responsibilities.
*Being a single parent family.

lbcor

44==me acg sibco

*Finding and experiencing
forgiveness.
The conference is free. To
register for the event or for more
information call Terry M. Sills at
437-4203, daytime, or
1-527-1806, evening; or send
name, address and telephone
number to P.O. Box 53, Hardin,
Ky. 42025.

or-

EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good.
VAmerican Heart Association

*coack sika:me ma 47,

Gras Celebration
Murray High School
Saturday, Feb. 20
6 - 9 p.m.
Games, Food & Prizes

cck siwie

44:::Joi,

TSAVE $5•061
55 PORTRAITS
WITH THIS COUPON I
Including
24 Billfolds

$4.95
Phis $2 95 um%

colinnuct ommimmaci

Pet Fet,,,,

(Reg. $9.95)

a. One 8 X 10, Two 5 x 7's (approx. size), 24-Billfolds
Ten Wallets and 18 Mini-Portraits
SAW.he 12 95 ow pallor payable ro at• onotrArepne, no,
•Om seimma•• co.•• AtImervase osoo•••*CM].
Imation• Map on,
* Low ono once,whop ow sub,OCI Sawa on0
Geolomonci and .p•col 1100011 MOWS
•ba •re.lia• ilodveManoi peceem.
reor0 1.1Pliny ane,age. AN pan
F.nwlies and group. a no mon. rh,
sof xn un.sc

SHOOTING DAYS/DATES: Thurs. thru Mon., Feb. 18-22 I
PHOTOGRAPHER HOURS: Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 12:30-5 p.m.
HWY. 641 NORTH, MURRAY

WAL*MART

%IOUS
Fall & Winter
Merchandise

1/2to 3/4
OFF
Now save
an additional

\
)
I
1 Rack of Skirts-Sweaters-Pan si
$1 500
8

$2000

7
.177.!ir

/

Savings Too Numerous To List Such As:
300 Dresses for 575, '420 for 150, '240 for'65
THE

MADEMOISELLS ,
Downtown • Murray

trAZ,

Divorce Recovery Workshop
will be held at Kenlake Lodge

CALENDAR
Thursday, Feb. 18
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SPORTS
Dangerous Rhodes rips Gamecocks
"Ninety percent of the time tonight he was hustling,
really an outstanding game," he said. "He ran, he was
active."
Besides Rhodes, Kentucky (19-2, 9-2 Southeastern Conference) got a sterling effort from freshman guard Tony
Delk, who hit five-of-six shots and finished with a careerhigh 18 points.
"It's got eyes from the moment it leaves his hands,"
Pitino said of Delk's shooting the basketball.
"I felt very comfortable shooting the 3s tonight," said
Delk, who made four-of-five shots past the arc.
Kentucky held a 48-27 edge in rebounds, 40-15 advantage in bench scoring and made 33 of 70 shots for 47.1
percent but turned the ball over 17 times against the outmanned Gamecocks.
"I don't know any team any deeper," South Carolina

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Rodrick Rhodes answered the
wake-up call from Kentucky coach Rick Pitino.
Rhodes, who lost his starting forward spot to Jared
Prickett, came off the bench to score 15 points and grab
five rebounds in helping the second-ranked Wildcats defeat
South Carolina 87-66 Wednesday night.
"Coach showed me a tape of me playing, and I couldn't
believe how slow I was playing," said Rhodes, who had
only 20 points and two rebounds in the previous four
games. "It really opened my eyes to what was
happening."
Pitino noticed the improved effort from the freshman
from Jersey City, NJ.

Murray Tae Kwon Do gains edge
by hosting '93 U.S. Open Feb. 27
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

The Murray Tae Kwon Do will be hosting the Kentucky State
Tae Kwoe Do Championship and the U.S. Open 1993 Invitational
Champiiiiieldp on Saturday, Feb. 27 at Murray High School. Competition will begin at 11 a.m. for the state games and 1 p.m. for the
open games.
In 1992, Murray Tae Kwon Do was the grand champion of the
State Championships, earning over 15 awards and medals. Tung C.
Dinh, owner and head instructor of Murray Tae Kwon Do says
1993 could be even better.
"Our students have been training very hard to compete in this
tournament," Dinh said in a written statement. "Since it will be in
Murray. we have the advantage over the other competitors. That
ithalitage sMid show when we reach our goal of over 20 gold
medals won at the tournament."
Scott Bazztll and Tylisa Hunter of Murray Tae Kwon Do are
expected to win first place in their competitions. Bauell and Hunter each won silver medals in the 1992 National Collegiate Tae
Kwon Do Championship on Nov. 14 in Berkeley, Calif.
This year, students from Murray, ranging from age 5 to 48, will
be competing in the state sparring and form competitions.
The winners in the state championship will be eligible to compete in the 1993 Tae Kwon Do Junior Olympic Games and national
the kwon do tournaments.
Over 200 competitors travel from as far away as Louisville to
compete in the state championship. In the Open, students from Illinois, Tennessee, Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky compete in sparring,
forms and breaking techniques.
For more information or to purchase advance tickets ($5 adults,
$3 children), call Murray Tae Kwon Do at 753-6111.

coach Steve Newton said of the Wildcats. "They are a disciplined team and do a lot of things with their defense."
Kentucky's pressing defense was able to turn 20 South
Carolina turnovers into 25 points.
"We thought we had a chance to win," said South Carolina forward Troy McKoy."We came in thinking we had
a chance. They proved tonight that they are the No. 2 team
in the country."
South Carolina stayed within striking distance until Delk
sank two 3-pointers during an 8-0 run in the second half.
Kentucky's 38-24 halftime lead dwindled to 49-41 when
McKoy made a 3-pointer with 13:10 remaining.
But Delk hit a 3 from the right wing after a South Carolina turnover to push the margin to 11 points. Rhodes fol• TURN TO PAGE 9

Bo working Sox off on base paths
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) —
Bo Jackson took a few more
steps Wednesday in his bid to
return to baseball with an artificial hip, working out at the Chicago White Sox camp a day
before spring training officially

batting practice and fielded
grounders at first base. His
40-minute session came under
the watchful eye of team trainers and a few fans who wandered into Ed Smith Stadium.
Jackson worked out earlier
this year at Comiskey Park in
Chicago, running sprints
through the corridors. He

Starts.

Jackson, with a barely noticeable limp, ran the bases, took

arrived in Sarasota on Monday
and began drills designed to
determine whether he will be
able to play this year after missing the entire 1992 season.
So far in Florida, Jackson has
not tried to slide on the bases.
"I don't forsee a problem,"
White Sox trainer Herm
Schneider said.

Patrick Ewing and John Starks
played as if they were Doc
Blanchard and Glenn Davis —
Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside.
"It's nice when you have two
guys hot at the same time, especially when it's one inside qui
one outside," said Starks, who
scored a career-high 39 points
Wednesday night. He also had 13
assists and five rebounds.
Ewing performed the inside
damage, getting a season-high 43
points as he led the New York
iCnicks to a 124-116 comeback
victory over the Charlotte

Hornets.
Led by the pair's torrid shooting, the Knicks hit 67 percent of
their shots in the decisive fourth
quarter, when they outscored the
Hornets 34-21.
Ewing and Starks were so hot
that they outscored the entire
Charlotte team 57-52 in the second half.
Ewing, who also grabbed 12
rebounds, scored 31 points in the
second half.
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
Orlando 111, Denver 99; Miami
111, Detroit 107; Cleveland 124,
Dallas 97; Indiana 125, Sacramento 99, and Chicago 114,
Utah 96.

\

LIFE
INSURANCE
We're so sure about our tractors we offer a Life
Time Warranty. Here are some of the components covered . .
STEERING WHEEL

THROTTLE CABLE

FUEL TANK

SPINDLES

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray was represented at the recent State Gymnastics Championships by (back row, from left)
Meghan King, Jennifer King, Emily Thomas, Annie Hutson,(front) Alecia Robertson, Liza Griffin
and Courtney Potter.

Murray gymnasts grab medals
Staff

Report
Murray Lodger & Times

MAYFIELD — It is a long
road to the Kentucky State
Gymnastics Championships, but
all the long hous of practice and
driving paid off this weekend
for teams from as far away as
Harlan County.
Seven girls from Murray, on
two different teams, were
among 270 participants ranging
from age seven to 15 competing
for a state title at the Lakewood
Gymnastics Center in Mayfield.
The state's top gymnasts compete in all four Olympic style
events.
Murray was represented by
seven young ladies: Liza Griffin, Courtney Potter and Alecia
Robertson competed for LakewJ

*
'4"

All three girls qualified to
ood, while the West Kentucky
Gymnastics Academy of Mur- move up to level 8 optionals,
ray sent Emily Thomas, Jennif- which allows them to design
er King, Annie Hutson and their individual routines.
Lakewood's level 7 team,
Meghan King.
Robertson, competing at level which also included Marcie
7 in the 10-year-old age group, Majors and Taga England, took
finished first all-around with the second place trophy. They
35.70 points, and took first were just .3 of a point behind
place finishes on floor exercise, the winner, Action Gymnastics
uneven bars, and vault, with a of Nicholasville.
second place on the balance
For West Kentucky Gymnasbeam. Robertson takes home
the title of state champion in tics Academy, Thomas scored
30.65 all-around, while Jennifer
four of the five categories.
Griffin, also competing at King's 31.35 all-around score
level 7 (12-14-year-olds), allows her to move from level 6
placed fourth all-around with to level 7.
Hutson took a first in the
34.65 points, with a second
vault and scored 34.60 allplace tie on the bars.
Potter, 11, placed third in the around. She may move from
level 7 all-around with 34.60, level 5 to level 6. Meghan King
and took a first place on the scored 30.25 all-around in the
level 6 group.
floor and third on the bars.

eIisnds

DIFFERENTIAL

REAR WHEEL RIMS

*•Virs,

*41110,
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IGNITION SWITCH

Other than the bad acoustics and
wooden planks, Racer Arena
wasn't much different than Caesar's Palace Wednesday afternoon.
As fans gathered in Murray State's
palacial structure, the first question
everyone asked was: Is Frank here?
No, not the Chairman of the
Board.
Frank Allen was the center of
attention on this day as fans
flocked to the Arena to see what
would become of the senior guard's
second half benching at Morehead
State on Monday.
Those that came to see Allen
pout or sulk left disappointed.
There was no tension on the floor
between head coach Scott Edgar
and his top scorer after the secondyear coach sat Allen down the
entire second half of Murray's
80-78 loss to the Eagles.

Steve
PARKER
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Knick duo burns Hornets
By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer

Frankly, all's
well in happy
Racer Arena

ask me how!

Any discussion of Monday's
game took place in Edgar's office
Wednesday morning.
"Usually I meet with the players
individually, but I wanted to pull
all the seniors in together," Edgar
said of the informal rap session.
Nothing enlightening came out of
the meeting, except Edgar's confidence in his five seniors.
"You may see them play more,"
said Edgar, who hinted he may
insert 6-7 forward Scott Sivills
back into the lineup. "I don't want
to say winning means more to
them, but this is their last chance
and they may dig down a little
deeper, especially during the
stretch drive."
Allen, who scored 25 points in
Saturday's loss at Eastern followed
by two in 11 minutes at Morehead,
had back-to-back summit meetings
with the chief.
"He said, 'I almost came up and
told you to put me in,- Edgar said
of Allen's side of the story. "I told
him he should have."
Had Allen gotten into the game,
it is doubtful he could've brought
the Racers back from the 10-point
deficit. He's struggled to find his
jumper — the bread-and-butter of
his game — over the last two
weeks.
Edgar thinks he has a handle on
why Allen has been more of a sulker than a shooter for a majority of
the conference season.
"Today at practice he was as
good as he's been in a while," the
coach said after Wednesday's
workout. "He had fun today. Lately, it's been like a grind or a job to
him.
"That's not like Frank," he continued. "He's one kid who I can say
truly loves the game."
Though Edgar feels Allen has
lost his bid to earn the Ohio Valley
Conference's player of the year
award, he believes there's still
some magic in No. 33.
"We'll see the old Frank Allen
before it's all said and done,"
Edgar said without a second
thought. "He's got a lot of pride."
• • • •
One reason Allen's offensive
game has gone south is the absence
of Popeye Jones. Allen was always
• TURN TO PAGE 9

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530

Comptotely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
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We are now a participant ofREFUNDS NOW.Refunds in 1 to
3 days with a Bank Refund Anticipation Loan.

All fees can be deducted from the Loan.
TIE ROD
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McKeel Equipment
Co., Inc.

503 Walnut St., Murray

Hodge, Vet- efrd Associates.
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Pirates knock off Redmen

Actions& Reactions

projected them as a Final Four
team, rallying from a 14-point
deficit in the second half and
going on to beat No. 25 St.
John's 95-85 in overtime.

By The Associated Press
By Big East standards, it's
been a down year.
Georgetown isn't ranked.
Neither is Syracuse, which is on
probation. Connecticut has been a
disappointment, and so has Scion
Hall.
Until now.
The No. 16 Pirates showed
Wednesday night why some had

8.

LUBE, OIL and FILTER
*Up to 5 qt.& 10W-30
•Lube Chassis
6/slew Oil Filter

EXPIRES: 2-118-93
$11
99

University Tire & Auto
1-106 Main—Across From Owen's Market

Terry Dehere scored a careerhigh 41 points and became the
conference's career 3-point leader
as Seton Hall tied St. John's for
first place in the Big East.

753-4994
WE

SCOREBOARD

AccEPT MASTERCARD, VISA, DISCOVER AND FIRESTONE

Racer

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

wa
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Basketball

State Farm insurance companies

SOCCER DONATION
Lance AllIsion of Allison Photography lift, presents a donation to
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association president Rob Williams
for the upcoming soccer season.

Home Office: Bloomington, Nlinois
Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Atlanta at Phoenix. 8:30 pm.
Seattle at Golden St., 9:30 p m
wasnirgion at LA Clippers. 9.30 pm
LA takers at Portland. 930 pm

PRO BASKETBALL

III Dangerous Rhodes...
with 17 points, while Emmett
Hall added 15 points and Waide
Franklin 14.
Rhodes scored seven points
during an 11-2 spurt that gave
Kentucky a 27-16 lead with 5:47
remaining in the first half. South
Carolina trailed 32-23 on Chris
Leso's lane jumper, but Kentucky
went on a 6-1 run the final two
minutes to take a 14-point advantage at the break.
"They have all the weapons,"
Newton said of Kentucky.

FROM PAGE 8
lowed with a layup and Delk
sank- another 3 from the right side
for a 57-41 advantage with 10:49
left.
South Carolina got no closer
than 16 points thereafter in losing
for the fifth time in six games.
Jamal Mashburn added 14
points and 13 rebounds and Rodney Dent had 14 points for
Kentucky.
McKoy led South Carolina

•Frankly...
FROM PAGE 8
Saturday against Austin Pcay.
free on the outside while the oppoAlso up on the blocks under
nents were leaning two or three
repair is a sieve-like defense.
defenders up against the former
Edgar could live with Southeast
Racer center.
Missouri's Devon Lake raining in
"Last year I pulled levers, this
"3s" from the bench, but watching
year I'm pushing buttons," Edgar
Morehead's 6-1 J.J. Hylton slash to
explained. "During crunch time last
the basket for easy buckets was
season, I just pulled a lever and
sickening.
Frank or Popeye would make the
"I want to get back to when we
big play. This year, I have to push
made it hard for people to make
the right buttons."
plays on us," the coach said.
Although Jerry Wilson, Michael
"Teams are making good (offenJames and Antoine Teague have
sive) plays throughout the game.
made contributions, none of them
We can't let teams dictate their
have come cOrse to trying on one of
offense to us."
Jones' massive Nikes.
• • • •
"Hakeem Olajuwon couldn't
On Tuesday, Edgar put in a call
come in here and replace Popeye,"
to OVC supervisor of officials
said Teague, the 6-10 junior foreRalph Stout. Edgar explained his
casted to hold down the paint
belief that teams are getting away
before the season.
with holding Allen, Maurice CanEdgar admits that he is riding the(",non and Cedric Gumm, while his
fortunes of his perimeter, but is
players are being whistled for fouls
working hard to assemble some
for the same tactics on the defensort of front-court attack. Teague,
sive end.
who started three games in a row
"That's added to our frustration,"
before missing the start at MoreEdgar said. "But that's part of playhead, will be back in the fold on
ing on the road."

SPRING AIR
BEDDING SALE!
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL

4,4
7,
4
11.4
15
15%
19
14
10
¶14
13
14
GB
2
5
14
21
29A
6
64
114
13'6
164
21A

EAST
Budinell 03. Navy 64
Cotgate 73, Fordharn 54
Georgetown 61. VIllenova 52
Holy Cross 05. Lafayette 61
L
72. ATIg 61
Md
more County 77. Loyola, lid 62
=
an SO. Penn St. 70
St Marys. lid 99. American U 82
Niagara 85„ Siena 77, 20T
Salon Hall 95. St .kohn's 85, OT
West Virginia 72, liarehall 65
SOUTH
Auburn 63. lAssignippl St. 77
Cincinnati 72 So..41 Fkxida 50
Florida 04, lAmisaippi 17
Florida St 72, N. Carolina St. 71
Furman 96. AppalacNan St 81
Georgia 73. Alaberns 70
Georgia Si 89, Florida Atlantic 70
Georgia Tech 65, Mchrnond 60
Kentudiy 87, South Carcilna 86
North Canto. 80, Clemson 67
Doininkm 92, James Madison 88
Tn -Chattanooga 95, Davidson 80
Vandertia 87. LSU 66
W Caroina 85, E, Tennessee St 77
Wake Forest 88, Maryland 64
MIDWEST
Dal St 66, Bowing Green 50
Bradley 53. inaana St. 36
Indiana 93.
n
Iowa St. 65, Missouri 50
Kent at, E. Mortician 55
Marquette 69, Notre Dame 61
Memphis St. 77. St Loin 69
Marti, ON. 87, Cant Mcbgan 68
MoNgan St. 81. ekxthwesism 55
Oklahoma 80. Kansas 77
Toledo 75, Akron 67
W. Michigan 66, ON. U. 51
Xavier Mio 74, Evansville 63
SOUTHWEST
Houston 78, Texas AILM 51
Map 64. Baylor 77
Texas Southern 103. Oral Robens 80
FAR WEST
Idaho 76, Sacramento St 71
Peppentine 78, Loyola Marymount 66
S. Utah 87, E WaaNngton 67
St Mary's. Cal, 82, San Francisco 78

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
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WEAR BLUE & GOLD
TO THE GAME!
Murray State vs. Austin Peay
Sat., February 20 at 4:00 p.m.
Racer Arena
Lady Racers at 1:30 p.m

CALL 762-4895 FOR TICKETS
•••
"Rowdy Rag Day" — Sponsored by MSU Student
Government Association and MSU Food. 541% i,'‘.
Monday Night — Last Home Game of the Season
Win a trip to the Bahamas, Courtesy of the l'cuattim Station

YOUR RUNNING SHOE
HEADQUARTERS

Twin

SPRING
AIR
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EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Ohrisiee
W 1. Po.
34 16 690
New York
30 21 588
New Jersey
26 23 531
Boston
24 23 511
Ortentio
18 30 375
Peitsditlphia
18 31 367
Marrs
15 35 300
Washingicn
Gemini Division
35 1 7 673
34 19 642
g=c1
26 23 531
Charlotte
24 26 480
Atlanta
Indiana
23 28 451
21 29 420
Detroit
Mkeaukee
20 30 400
WESTERN CONFERENCE
NWereet Division
W L Pct.
San Antorvo
33 15 688
32 18 640
Utah
29 21 590
Haman
20 30 400
Denver
11 35 239
Latinism
4 45 062
Dales
Pacific Division
37 10 787
Phoenix
12 17 653
Seattle
30 16 652
Portland
26 22 542
LA Laken
25 25 500
LA Cfccers
23 29 442
Golden Mato
17 33 340
Sacramento
Tusedey's Games
Nevi York 117. Galas 87
Nevi Jersey 100, /Alwaukes 88
-(NOW 124, Orlando 126. OT
Phoenix 110, Boston 97
Houston 149, Philadelphia 111
Seattle 112. Washington 102
Golden State 133, San AftlOr.0 112
Ponkand 105, Atlanta 90
Wed woodsy's Gime*
Orlando 111, Denver 90
Mar, 111. Detroit 107
Nevi York 124. Charlotte 116
Cleveland 124, Dallas 97
Indiana 125. Sacramento 99
Chicago 114, Utah 96
Thu reday Games
Sacrarriento at Minnesota 7 pro
Utah at Milwaukee, 7:30 p.m
Boston N Houston, 7:30 pm
Philadeeptia at San Antonio, 730 pm
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Classified
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 st,m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Fnday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.

t.;

mAtihE

ANNOUN4 E NI/.N. I
01u
Legal Notice
020 ..... ...........
..... Notice
025 ...........
......... Personals
030
Card of Thanks
040
In Memory
1.011t & Found
OSO

Farm Equipment
190
370 .............Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
390
400
Produce
Feed & Seed
550
MISCELLANEOUS

ENIPLOYNIFN
Help Wanted
070 ----Domestic & Childcare

Public Sale

090
100

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

540

For Trade

560

Free Column

020

Wanted

570

instruction

110

Notice

Notice

NOTICE
All items that were
stored in Storage
Unit 1176, #191, *65
prior to Sept. 30,1992
and Storage Unit #46
prior to Sept. 17,
1992, & Storage Unit
*26 prior to Jan. 15,
1993 at Key Mini
Warehouses, Rt. 8
Box 1260, Murray,
Ky. 42071 have been
abandoned and will
be disposed ofon Feb.
27, 1993 for charges
against said unit.
NOTICE
All stored items in
Storage Unit #141,
*160, #207 & *190, at
Key
Mini
Warehouses, Rt. 8, Box
1260, Murray, Ky.
42071 have been
abandoned and will
be disposed of on Feb.
27,
1993
unless
picked up by the
owner and all charges
paid for said unit before Feb. 27, 1993.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
lcuf41:47,,*
0,644:11rogeia
ISKAINIES WILCOSIND
VITTSIAM

ALLIANCE
T.-TACTOIT1 TRUER TRAOTING , 14TERS

LEIDAISON, T

1-800-334-1203
AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros. Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8 1 19,
Tues.
1-800-649-3804

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Availabie Thru Age U.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Interrneciate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's .-,aw guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever For tree information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'free local darn service*

COUNTRY JEANS NEW
SHIPMENT Men's basic
Levis, Lady's Guess, Carhartt overalls lined & unlined, Lady Rocky Mountain jeans, latest colors,
Rack jeans $10-$1995, 5
mi 94 E. Thur-Fri 12-4, Sat
10-4 Mon, Tues, Wed by
appointment. 759-1062.
NORWEGIAN HIGH
SCHOOL exchange studen, Boy 17, needs Host
Family Enjoys sports and
computers. Other European students arriving in
Call
August.
Betsy-502-782-2861 or
1 -800-SIBLING
ROGER Hudson Hauling.
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply. 753-4545.
050
Lost
And Found
LOST 2-8-93, 4 pocket
watches ini box. From 94 &
280 to Murray Cal
753-5155 Reward

graco-rp

By Way of the
1 Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts
New to Murray = Graniteware (dishwasher &
oven safe). Red, green, blue, & black swirled
pattern. Table runners, placemata & napkins.
Coca-Cola items, Battenburg lace is here. Christmas corner all year.

Gift certificates & Bridal Registry
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed-Sat 10AM-5PM Sun 2-5PM
America's Second Car

Uglu Duckling
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 SO. 121h
KY 42071

Murray,

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
MALE
age 40 - $9.45
age 50 - 12.37
age 60 - 17.69
age 70 - 28.93
age 80 - 52.73

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13

age 50 age 60 age 70 age 80 -

9.85
13.57
22.13
42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to Increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
t'
.

Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KT
"Our 29th year of service"

Mobile Homes For Rent

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Heine Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

280

300

Beninese Rental.

310

Want To Rant

Help
Wanted

AIRLINES-Baggage Handlers, Customer Service,
Drivers, Flight Attendants,
Ground Crew, Manager
Trainees and Ticket
Agents. Lorco Agency,
licenses and bonded.
313-557-8866, extension
216. Call Now!

HOUSE Inspectors No
exp necessary Up to $800
wkly. Will train Call
219-7696649,ext H-239,
Barn to 8pm 7 days

OWNER,OPERATORS
WANTED We offer 79
cents per mile All miles
Why be away from home
constantly" CONTACT
Jim Kelsey INTERSTATE
EXPRESS 918 836 8500
or 800 732 4554

CABLEVISION has two
part-time Customer Service Representatives available Qualified candidates
should have previous office
and computer experience,
good telephone skills, enjoy working with people and
be willing to work a flexible
schedule including
weekends and holidays.
Send resume to G. LeMaster, 76 North Main Street,
Benton, Ky 42025 EEO-m/
f.
COMMERCIAL plumbing
contractor hiring licensed
journeyman plumbers
Must have commercial experience and references
Pay to be determined by
experience and referentkrs.
Call (502) 554-3132.
XXXDOCX3000000DOE

X
X

DOLL HOUSE
CAFE

X
X

Exotic Dancers
X
X
Hwy. 7S East Paris, Tenn.
A Mon.-Sat. 6 p.m.-2 am A
X
901-647s1297
X
XX)000000=00{X

COSMETIC REP-National
Image Firm seeking self
motivated individuals. Involves skin care cosmetics,
wardrobing & seminars.
Company car/full training/
Executive Income
1-502-458-7227.

LOCALLY owned firm
seeks independent contractors to travel nationwide
as buyers All expenses
paid plus $125/ day Will
train Send resumes to
Buyers, PO Box 309, Murray, Ky 42071
MEDICAL laboratory assistant wanted tor doctor's
office Experience required
Send resume to PO Box
1040R, Murray, Ky 42071
NEEDED bright, innovative
person for responsible position in retail sales. Must
have pleasant co-operative
attitude and be willing to
learn Salary is 6.00/hr rninimun. Send resume to PO
Box 10400. Murray, Ky
42071
PARK Rangers Game
wardens security, maintenance etc No exp necessary For info call
219-769-6649 ext 7159
8am Bpm 7 days
PROFESSIONAL Secretary needed for progressive
Benton-area business The
candidate of preference
should have proven office
experience, pc computer
skills, excellent telephone
technique, positive attitude,
and a desire to become part
of an exciting industry We
offer a competitive wage.
excellent benefits and
pleasant working environment. Send resume with
salary requirements to T
Pickett, 76 N Main Street,
Ky 42025 EEO-M/F.

SUMMER employment.
Certified teachers for science, math. English, social
studies, reading. & computers Bachelor degree in
education, valid high
school(9-12)certification &
DO you need a JOB, or do
experience working with
you need help in making
disadvantaged students
positive advances for the
preferred. Send letter of
future'? We have 22 JOB
application, resume
OPENINGS for people benames & phone numbers of
tween the ages of 16-22
2 references & copy of ceryears, if you are not in
tification to Upward Bound,
school Call 753-9378 five
Murray State University,
days a week between
Murray, Ky 42071, by
8.00am-3'00pm. We are an
March 19, 1993 MSU does
EOE. This protect is funded
not discriminate on the baby the Western Kentucky
sis of race, color, nationalPrivate Industry Councility, origin, sex or handicap.
JTPA
SUMMER employment.
DRIVERS Over-The-Road
Resident advisors for 6
Van, flat, 35 states. One
week program Must be 21
year's experience verifiable
yrs of age, have completed
start 25-28cents/mile with 3
2 yrs college with cum mulayears.
five 2 50 GPA, UB & resiBenefits.
Call
dent advisor experience
1-800-444-6648.
preferred Send letter of
DRIVERS. Start 24 application, resume,
cents-26 cents_ Earn to 30 names & phone numbers of
cents Home regularly, free 2 references & copy of tranmedical/dental, retirement, script to Upward Bound,
$1,000 tarp pay, safety bo- Murray State University,
nus, conventionals. Re- Murray, Ky 42071, by
quires proven experience March 19, 1993. MSU does
and 23 years of age. Hor- not discriminate on the banady Truck Line, sis of race, color, national1-800-648-9664
ity, origin, sex or handicap.
DRIVERS WANTED Flatbed Experience New
Conventionals, Paid
Weekly Loaded/Empty
Miles, Life/Health Insurance bonus Rider Program ADVANCED DISTRISYSTEM
BUTION
800 364-1047, 24 Hours 7
Days Week
EARN $500 OR MORE
Weekly stuffing envelopes
Send long SASE to Cozzy
Home Shoppers PO Box
224 Dept M27, McKenzie
Tn 38201
EASY work' Excellent pay!
Assemble products at
home Call toll free
1-800-467 5566 Ext 8047
EXPERIENCED lead
player and keyboard player
needed for working band
Must be committed
436 2701
IVES
HAROLD
TRUCKING-Pay for SAFE
DRIVING EXPERIENCE
Start 25 cents, with 1 cents
per year up to 29 cents
Assigned tractors Motor
ola Communications, Ste
welcome
dents
1 800-8420853

Real Estate

430 ................
435.-----

Lake Property

4-40

Lots For Sale

450

Farms For Sale

460 .......-........... .Hornes For 8a1.

PRODUCE dept manager
needed Apply in person at
& T Foods, 623 So 4th,
Murray No phone calls
TRUCK DRIVERS, lyear
exp up to 28 cents/mile to
start Choose van or flat.
Tuition-free training for
those w/no exp Great benefits Must be 23, Call Poole
Truck
Line.
1-800-553-9443 Dept.
Z-34.

120
Computers
386 ZENITH Super Sport
laptop_ 2 meg ram, 120
meg hd with portable
printer. Bank payoff, obo.
Call 753-3742 after 7pm.

SWIMMING Pool Distributor must sell it's entire inventory of new left over
1992 15'x24' family size
swimming pools Only $888
complete w/sundeck, fence
& filter Full financing arranged. Call now-toll free
1-800-759-6058 ask for
Jimmy.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS,
new commercial borne units from $199. Lamps, lotions, accessories. Monthly
payments low as $18 Call
today FREE NEW color catalog, 1-800-462-9197.

Want

will do light house work
Call 436-2052
WILL do house cleaning
reliable and experienced.
Call Linda 759-9553.
WILL do house cleaning,
have references Call
474-2131 ask for Betty or
leave message, will call
back.
090

Position
WarnOd:.
SEWING jobs wanted, mcluding formal wear
753-1061
100
Business
Opportunity
ESTABLISHED antique
business (have many consignors), good earnings,
brick/alum 4900 sq ft
bldg.-good condition & location. Call Kopperud Realty 753-1222 for info and
showing MLS64641.
LOG HOME DEALERSHIP. Top Log Home Manufactuer, seeks Dealer.
Protected territory, high
earning potential, full training and leads provided
Need not interfere with present employment. Models
starting at $9690.
1-800-264-LOGS (5647).
BRENTWOOD LOG
HOMES, 427 River Rock
Blvd., Murfreesboro, TN
37129.

Service on all brands window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-KelvInator-Emerson-Brown
*AII Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc..
INCOME TAXES
-Individual
-Partnership
-Corporation

JERRY W. WILSON
Certified Public Accountant

753-4153

25e per word $5.00 minimum let
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

200
Sports
Equipment

Home
Furniohlrus

HOUSE TRAVEL

Childcare

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount Ind Ran.
60% Discount 3r4 Run
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Der Penod
$1 75 per column lath extra far *Needs! Shoe
ping Guide)

160

Artists*
For UM
PIZZA INN Seeking Qualified Franchises. Carry-out/
Delivery and Full-Service
Restaurants Easy to open
and operate 110 franchises sold in the last 12
months For information
call 1-800-880-9955

Display Ads

Reader Ads:

240.-------_- Miscellaneous
260.
T.V & Radio
380 ..... ......-.Pets & Supplies

COMPUTERS IBM compatible, new 42 mega byte,
FOR SALE
hard drive, color monitor,
OFFICE FILES
& 5% floppy disk, keyLateral and
TRUCK DRIVERS. $1,003 board $600. Tandy IRS 80
Vertical
sign-on bonus for safe, color, too, w/cassette drive,
2 DESKS
drivers 2/6 mo. OW experi- printer, joy sticks, keyCream Oak Tops
ence. Up to 30 cents/mile + board, programs, tapes, &
etc $175. Call 354-6742_
2 cents/miles MPG bonus
All like new.
Compare our benefits to
other co.s' New programs
140
(Dixieland Shopping
avail for teams COM
Center(
TRANS Inc. Exp.
To Buy
1304 Chestnut
1-800-234-1553, Inexp.
minimum
paid for JAMurray. Ky.
1-800-759-6980 Dept. $400
PANESE SWORDS (27"
AU-66
plus blade). Buying harikari
WANTED barmaids, wait- & Nazi Daggers. Free Ap1 55
resses, dancers, $500 plus praisal Tom Winter, 817
weekly. Doll House Cafe, Patton, Springfield, IL
Paris, TN, 642-4297, 62702. (217) 523-8729.
6pm-2am.
ANTIQUES by the piece or PORTABLE washer &
collections
Call 753-9433 dryer set $300 Call
070
436-2420
5pm
after
Dome&

I APPLIANCE REPAIR I

204 South Sixth Street
Murray, KY 42071

ill Ill It
Computers
120--130 ........_.......For Sale Or Trade
140.
Want To By
ISO
Articles For Sale
•
155
Appliances
160 ...------Hoene Furnishings
.Antiques
165.
170.
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Machines
196-- Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210 .-....-.-......... ........... Firewood

iso

Help
Wanted

BE on TV. Many needed for
commercials. Now hiring all
ages. For casting info call
615-779-7111. Ext T-535.

420 ................-...—...Horne Loans

060

00
flolp
Wantod

BABYSITTER needed for
weekends from 2 00-1100
Call 753-4062

CAPS printed for campaign
or business $2 00/ea
753-9212

V>

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

060

020

%iv

I loN
Motorcycles 320
Apartments For Rent
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Rooms For Rent
Used Cars 330 ...........
Vans
Houses For Rent
Used Trucks 340
Campers
For Rent or Lease
Boats & Motors 360

I It.tNsPolt I

410

060

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
RE.11. FSTA1F

Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Ago, error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

SEItt It FS
120
Insurance
230
..... .......... Exterminating
250
Business Services
290
Heating And Cooling
530.......Services Offered

ADJUSTMENTS

AN Al)(

1'1.A(

DEADLINES

THEWS BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances. and Misc hems
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

FOR sale Daiwa Advisor
irons w/graphite shafts 1
iron thru sand wedge & 11
iron Great condition
Phone 753-2935 after 5pm
210
Firewood

NICE sleeper sofa $45, variety of chairs, recliner,
couches, lamps, mattress,
box springs, end tables,
kitchen sink and misc.
items.
753-1222
days/753-6620 evenings.

A FIREWOOD for sale
4,37-4667
FIREWOOD 436-5598
WOOD for sale, 753-9745
220

Musical
WATERBED and home entertainment cabinet $250.
tuning John
PIANO
Call 753-8778 after 5pm.
Gottschalk, 753-9600
230
165

Miscellaneous
Antiques

ANTIQUE ORNATE iron
bed. Over 75 years old
753-7185.
ANTIQUE piano completely restored, new keys
felt and finish $400 invested asking 6200.
354-6742

On call
hours
/ 7 days
24
Hawkins Research
753-7001

ALL STEEL BUILDINGS
Straight sided and
Quonset Manufacturer
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES
23x30 $3488, 25x36
$4388, 30x40 $5488,
37x48 $6495, 44x56
$7444, 44,,,x86 $10244
Pioneer 1-800-668-5422
CAROLINE wood insert
used 2 seasons 753-4774

160
CASH paid for good, used
Homo
nfles, shotguns, and pisFu
tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, BATHROOM vanity tops,
Murray
bathtubs, showers, doors,
•
CASH paid for non-working mirrors, etc. Come see our
showroom
612
S.
9th
St
437-4159.
VCRs. Call
753-5719 Thornton Tile &
IIIII11111111111111111111
Marble
y•••••••••••••••••,

AelN
For UM
18x33x4 ABOVE ground
pool. All acessories included $1450 You move
435-4165 after 5pm M-F,
24 SMOKE damaged
church pews, solid oak,
price negotiable. To see
can 753-5015 between
8am and 4pm
BLEM light truck tires-16'
and 16.5. $65 each plus
tax. Warehouse 'Tires, 400
Industrial Rd. 753-1111.
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-18213

LIKE new microwave cart
$55. 759-4994.

LOG Homes. Design Services. FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES, Route 1 Box
84CK, Moss, TN 38575
800-231-3695
NEW complete door &
frame assembly 28x69,
cost $132 asking $60 Like
new garbage disposal $25
Grill gas tank $4 435-4043
SUNTAN beds, new &
used
Home or commercial units
Financing available
753-9274, 1800-540-9790
person,
2hp pump
for 5 jets, fight, ozone, air,
cover, and redwood steps
2 yeas old $2950 Call
753-3488

SPA,

5

e•7xer10-4.5-,

L?

,

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

- February Only Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

FREE

FOR sale: typewriter. SCM
portable electric. Best offer
over $100 received by noon
on Feb. 20 753-2835

LOG Home Manufacturer
offering Pre-Season Rebate, $2500. Call now
1-800-847-LOGS for guaranteed lowest prices. Custom designing free! Call
now for 1993 delivery and
save $2500.

nu 11III

lassilled Ad
Sale!

EMBERHEARTH wood
stove/fireplace insert. 1
kersosene heater. 30'
Peterson propane logs. All
in excellent condition Call
753-7580 after 5pm.

LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos_ Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N. 121, Murray. 753-6981.

tail=

o

(6 days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days tree)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take

Advantage SAVE!

Of This
Sala and

•

Call

7534
916
to place your ad.

t

•

-

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
Miscellaneous

HEARTLAND-Old lash
ioned candelight weddings
Mountain chapel overlooking river Near Gatlinburg
Everything provided Accommodations, Romatic
CARRIAGE RIDE No.test/
no waiting Charge cards
accepted
1-800-448-VOWS (8697)

GATLINBURG SummitBreathtaking mountain top
views Fireplace. balcony,
kitchen, indoor pool, jacuzzis Honeymoon and
weekend specials! Free
brochure, 1-800-242-4853,
(205) 988-5139

14x70 1987 2BR 2 bath
753-4549

2BR mobile home manufactured in the 1980's Gen
tral A/H $6800 Call
753-7953

/35

430

Apartments
For Rent

Houses
For Riot

28R deluxe apt central
heat & air, deck, appliances
& lawn maintenance furnColeman RE
ished
753-9898

4BR $425/mo plus deposit Call (618)533 2116
4 6pm

Mobile
Hoses For Sale

Misr•Itaneous

110

320

270

2/0

241

Lake
Property

MOVING to Kentucky or WILL TRADE Kentucky
anywhere nationwide, free lake lot 120.x93', for late
area information, RELO model pickup 436-2261
agent Joe Passantino,
SIRK & CO. Realtors
or
800-662-5651
502-928-2287
.110
Lots
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
For Sale
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,

Homes
For Sale
CANTERBURY 3br, 211
bath. LR, DR, hardwood, 2
car garage, privacy fence
Landscaped 753-5264

14x70 CLAYTON 2tx 2
48R in Hazel Available
bath on rented lot near
FIXED rate, adjustable, VA
Feb 19 Appliances includKirksey 753-8311 or
280
and FHA loans at Hum
ing washer/dryer
Northwood,
in
duplex
2BR
489-2694
IMobk
phries & Assoc Mortgage
492-8526
$325/mo 759-4406
Hanes For Rent
in Paducah Call Kenny
Co
trailer,
3BR
1969 1270
Rose at 1-800-326-7634 or
2BR near MSU Central FOR rent available now,
new furnace & hot water 2BR no pets 753-9866
4br
on Olive $450/mo plus
An equal
heat & air, available now
1-442-9929
TIME share units and
heater For sale or take
deposit 753 2225 days or Jean Bird Bel-Air Center
GATESBOROUGH Es
housing lender
campground memberover payment 498-8974 or 2BR, water and appliances $300/mo. appliances & 759 1509
502 753 -SOLD, tales on County Cork
nights
Distress sales
MYRTLE Beach, SC ships
furnished Coleman RE, lawn maintenance furn435-4393 after 5pm
FOR sale by owner Ranch
1 800 369 5780
$16,500 MLS* 3054
Apts
ished
Embassy
Oceanfront Resort Sum- cheap! Worldwide selec3br
or
2
rent/
for
HOUSE
753-9898
style home near Kirksey
RiKing
Forest,
Sherwood
753-9898
mer weekday special from tions Call VACATION NETlots of shade, a/c gas heat
ROBERTS Realty Callochard Dr , 3 lots, Approx 9 miles from Mur
$199 five days Sauna. WORK U S and Canada CUMMINGS Meter Poles 3BR mobile home in Almo
ray Newly remodeled and
in single partially furnished dose to way County's oldest and $8-9000/ea MLSS
APARTMENT
in
Specializing
mobile $300/mo $200 deposit,
4272
pool, hot tab HBO &hoer, 800-543 6173 Free rental
most reliable real estate
campus $300 plus deposit
family dwelling area 2br
handsomely decorated
home electric services 200 6rno lease 759 1591
information 305-563 5586
aes, close to everything
agency For all your real Baywood Vista, Baywood Approx 2000sq ft Irving
appliances quiet area, 408 N 5th St Murray, Ky
,
Dr
amp $375 100 amp $325
lots,
Vista
5
Holiday South Motel
toneeds
estate
call them
362-7533
space 3br, 2'/i bath great
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, near university $325/mo
435 4027
1-800-982-1604
day at 753-1651 1 Syca- $8,500/total MLS* 4462 room, beautiful fireplace
2s0
electric or gas Walking dis- Call 753-8096 or 753-2633
NEW duplex, 2br, washer,
RE
Kopperud
Contact
more and 12th St
Belleau'
MOBILE HOME REPOS tance to college 753 5209
spacious kitchen, 2 car gar
RATS OR MICE? Buy En753 1222
CHARMING 2 bedroom, 2 dryer, gas heat, all apServices
FOR SALE Singles and
age, matching outside stor
forcer Products Guaran
or
9447
753
Call
pliances
with
duplex
garage
bath
435
doubles Financing availage building 1 acre lot
300
teed! To lull rats & mice
753-5719
460
ApDrive
Northwood
Lake
Must see to appreciate
Available at Murray True KEN-TENN Investigations, able Clean late model
Business
Homes
pliances furnished, washer/
Property
Previously realty listed for
Value Home & Auto Cen- owner J B Wilburn. specia- homes Green Tree FinanRentals
360
For Sale
dryer hook-up, central air
$96,000 Will sell in the low
ters North Side Shopping lizing in criminal, civil, cial Corp/Kentucky,
LAKEFRONT LIQUIDAFor Rent
50ft BUILDING for and gas heat $475 a
x
32ft
ininsurance
and
domestic
or
2
2
6
0
0
1
6
0
1
3
3BR,
double wide $80's 753 9971
bath,
2
Center
Or
Barkley
241'
Lake
TION!
lease
1
1
month,
deposit,
month
automotive work Complete
vestigations 14 years law 1-800-221 8204
water frontage, 1 74 acre Pool satellite, decks, on
with air compressor gas year lease No pets
ROMANTIC CANDE- enforcement experience
FRESH ON THE MARKET
CREEKVIEW Self storage only $24,900 Woods, one acre Must sell
LIGHT WEDDINGS
502-436-6099 Licensed in TWO mobile homes joined heat 3 phase electrical ser- 753-2905
Extremely attractive 3br, 2
warehouses on Center views, ready for vacation, 753-1221
to provide 4br, 2',4 baths vice 4 overhead doors and
Smoky Mountains, clergy, Kentucky and Tennessee
home near Murray
FURNISHED lbr apt No Drive behind Shoney's
retirement home 29 acre 4BR lbath, kitchen. LR. bath
and large den Loads of large office 753-3018
elegant chapel, photoHigh tennis courts Home
pets Zimmerman Apts So $20 $40/mo 759-4081
Fi$4,900
access,
lake
or
room
growing
the
for
utility
car
and
DR,
room-2
270
graphs, florets, limos, vidtotally redecorated exNORTHWOOD storage nancing Going fast, call garage only 1 1/2 blocks tremely nice condition
larger family Central ha. 2 4 CAR clean-up shop of- 16th 753-6609
Mobilo
eos, accomodations. modair
lot
paved
fice,
Woodland
800-858-1323
from MSU $45,000
car carport, 3 outbuildings
Homes For Sale
HOUSING near MSU for up presently has units availest prices! CHARGE IT' No
Central gas heat, central
753 4509
753-4464
217x235 lot $35000
to 4 students Available for able 753 2905 for more Acres
waiting, no blood tests
electric air Offered in upper
KopInformation
BELMONT,
MLS*
Contact
4575
16x80
TN, 1991,
Gallinburg,
NEW lake view home on 7 BEST location in Gatesbor $60's MLS 4737 Contact
88FT x 50ft metal building Spring Semester Coleman
perud RE 753-1222
3br 2bath, lots of extras
1-800-WED-RING
insulated, gas heat Can be RE, 753 9898
acres in Farmer's Cove
ough 4br, 27, bath, living Kopperud RE 753 1222
753-2538 after 5 30pm
365
used for 1 or 2 shops or LARGE efficiency apt with
Southside of Blood River room, family room, formal
IF you are having a problem
For Sale
next to community boat dining room, kitchen utility
storage Located at 406 separate bath 1 block from
selling your home, please
Or LASSO
Sunburg Circle. See Carlos university All utilities paid
dock Under construction Brick & veneer 4 car garcall me I can otter full
Black, Jr. at Black's Decor- $195/mo 753-8802 before SHOP for sale by owner
with basement $44,500 age, huge back deck,
market price if you can be
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
call
or
Center
ating
2000 sq ft. office, 3 phase finished TWIN LAKES swimming pool 753-6291 flexible on terms Call
5pm
Saturday, February 27, 1993
753-0839 or 436-2935
current, gas-wood furnace, REAL ESTATE AND BUIL- after 4pm
753-9669
1:00 p.m.
MUR-CAL Apartments now
Retail
cental air 1 mile 3 tenths DERS 753-0563
Rent-Business
FOR
accepting applications for
Ideal Residential Location Between Glendale Road & Sycamore at
east of Murray '/. acre,
or Office Space in S Side
1, 2 and 3br apartments
516 South 11th St. Murray Ky
10hp compressor, 5hp
Shopping Center
P.M.
4
to
2
•
21
FEBRUARY
SUNDAY,
Equal
Phone
4984
759
HOUSE:
OPEN
compressor, 160 ft well
753-4509 or 753-6612
Housing Opportunity
$27,000 753-0062 or
UP to 3400 sq ft located NEAR university Large 753-9714
121 Bypass 753 2225
960 square-foot, 2br apart759 1509 after 6pm
ment Plush carpet
Friday,Feb. 19th,1993 at 5 P.M. at 415 North 6th St.,corner of
370
throughout 4 large closets
Livestock
6th and Ash In Murray, Ky.
320
plus linen closet Range,
Supplies
Ape:Owns
refrigerator, dishwasher,
Selling to the Highest Bidder Regardless of Price
For Rent
disposer, washer -dryer ROUND bales of Timothy
This Lovely, Well Cared For Home Plus The Personal Property
hookup Central eletric heat hay 753 9268
Belonging To Mellie B Harris Mollie is moving to Michigan to be
1,2, & 3BR apts & houses
and air Recently painted
near her children - leaving a wonderful 3 Bedroom. Brick Home on a
Lease and deposit re380
Ground floor $325/mo DeLarge Lot for a Smart Buyer( This brick home features 3 bedrooms,
quired Call 753-9669
Pets
room,
posit required. 753-4560
2 baths, living room, den, eat-in kitchen, game room, utility
& Supplies
1BR apartment for rent 9am to 4pm Monday thru
large separate storage building, a concrete double drive with
Hazel Apts., Hazel, Ky. You Friday
attached carport and lots °testes_ Sofa, chairs, dining room table &
BEAUTIFUL Dalmation
must be 62, handicapped
6 chairs, washer & dryer, 2 refrigerators, 2 single beds w/matching
NEW 2br townhouse, all puppies Male and females
aluminum
mower,
on
based
power
Rent
tools,
or disabled
dresser and vanity, lawn hand
appliances furnished, in- $200 ea Call (901)
income. Equal Housing Opextension ladder, metal decorative lawn furniture.
washer and dryer, 352 2416 after 5
cluding
alms
portunity 527-8574 or
TERMS: 10% Down Day Of Sale. Balance Al CbeIng Within 30 Days.
$450/mo plus deposit 1 DISSATISFIED with liquid
Antiques
492-8721
This nice three bedroom house, one bath, living room, laundry
imAvailable
lease.
year
wormers? HAPPY JACK
These are the only items sold with reserve - Walnut Game Table,
room, gas heat, storm doors & windows, outside storage
1BR furnished apt. Close to mediately 753-4573
TRIVERMICIDE gets
Student Lamp, Brass Fireplace Rail, Pair Etched Cranberry Lamps,
hospital.
university
and
Terms:20% down day of sale, bal. in 30 days with passing
Matching Victorian Balloon Back Chairs.
NOW taking applications hooks round & tapes in
Some utilities paid.
Available
All Other Items Sold Absolute - Regardless Of Price
hous- dogs & cats
rent
for
low
8
Section
of deed.
753-8756 or 753-9101.
FAoos sucrioN
ing Apply in person at 0-T -C at SOUTHERN
This auction held jointly with Wilson Real Estate
STATES
"
1 OR 2br apts near down- Southside Manor, 906
town Murray 753-4109
Broad St Extended, be- DOG Day Afternoon dog
Wayne Wilson, Broker
tween 8am-12noon No grooming All breeds all
12th St., Murray, Ky 753-3263
So.
302
Equal
please
phone calls
sizes Southside Shopping
Action Reeky
W. Dan Fans - CAI Auctioneer
Richard Fans
One bedroom apt.
Housing Opportunity
Max DoCid • Broker
ACOrentice
P.O. Box 149, Karel. KY 42010
Center 759 1768
nicely
furnished
(502)435-4826
(502)3294791
(502)492-9796
NOW taking applications HAVE an obedient, safe
"The Sound of &Ong"
near campus.
for 1 & 2 bedroom subsi
All announoscrisnts day of sae take precedence over all other adveniserrents.
dog for show or home
CaU Owen
dized housing Apply in per- Classes or private lessons
son at Murray Manor Apts, Serving Murray for over
Food Market
1409 Duguid Dr No phone 12yrs 436-2858
753-4682
calls please Equal Ficus
MUST find good home for 3
2BR, 172 bath townhouse, ing Opportunity
Sat., February 20, 1.993 at 10 a.m. at the home of the late Mr.&
2
central hi/a All appliances QUIET, spacious country black & white puppies,
Mrs. Ralph Ray at 1502 London Drive in Canterbury Estates
Will be
and lawn maintance furn- living 2br duplex w/carport, males & 1 female
just off So. 16th St. in Murray, Ky. Watch for auction signs.
after
5494
753
dogs
small
ished $450/mo Coleman gas heat large closets 2 mi
• ••••••
5pm
•••••••••• •••
Nice credenza & mirror - 2 floral chairs - nice couch & chair - nice
RE 753-9898
out 94W Gregory Drive
coffee & end tables - table lamps - floor lamps - hanging lamps - brass
Registered
2BR. 2bath, duplex, w/ $350/mo plus lease & de- WANTED
for
magazine rack - large mirror - small glass door credenza - small
Huskie
Siberian
male
garage, central gas heat. posit No pets 753-7951
4pm
after
8037
328
stud
marble top table - other couch & occasional chairs -2 recliners - maple
Appliances furnished
TAKING applications for
table - nice knee hole desk - RCA. color t.v. 'like new RCA
lamp
2 Day Auction Saturday & Sunday
Available now. Cole- section 8 rent subsidized
410
color t.v. with remote -old pictures & frames - Kirby vacuum
portable
man RE 753-9898
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedFeb. 27 & 28, 1993
Public
drop leaftable & 6 chairs - maple hutch -round maple
-maple
cleaner
2BR carpeting, drapes, ref. rooms, handicap accessiSalo
Saturday 10:00 A.M. Sunday 1:00 P.M.
maple bedroom suite - Bentwood rocker. Ethan Allen
chairs
&
table
dishwasher, w/cl hook-up, ble Equal Housing OpporOpen House: Sun., Feb. 21, 1993 • 1:30-4:00 p.m.
- Ethan Allen bookcase hutch - maple coffee table stand
night
&
bed
Apply
Hilldale
Apts
tunity
central hia, $335/mo. DeRoute 1 Box 126 Almo, KY, Pleasant Hill Road
- nice 4 piece bedroom suite - small post bed suite
bedroom
other
call
or
Ky
Hardin,
posit required No pets
.„
YARD SALE
4r.
502-437-4113.
quilted lined bedspread - table cloths - linens - nice luggage - card
753-9240.
Inside Valley Drive in
d.c tri•
table - folding table - 2 drawer file cabinet - electric sewing machine Hwy. 94 East - 12
kitchen stool - Norwood carnival glass. 34 nice pieces of Fostoria UPSTAIRS. 2 bedroom
Duplex
miles east of Murray
BR
2
Roseville pottery - other old glass & china - stem etched glasses apartment, deposit, lease,
Northwood w paFn.-Sat.-Sun 8:00-7
Of
International silverplate flatware -other flatware - red & pink pieces
no pets 113S 13th St Call
tio & carport. Cent
753-3488
- t.v. trays - Tappan microwave - microwave dishes - Tupperware
Liquidation Salo
refrig.,
Stove,
A.
H
cannister set - mixing bowls - Sunbean mixer - small kitchen
COLLECTIBLES, GLASSWARE, FARM MACHINERY
Must vacate bulking.
dishwasher, dis340
Tract I - 3.1058 aaes
appliances - pots & pans - cast iron pieces - Christmas decorations'
Everything must go.
Tract 2 - 4.3091 acres
Houses
posal, w d hookup.
costume jewelry -brass pieces - picnic basket - 4 piece wrought iron
Tract 3 - House w120.4381 acres.
No reasonable otter
For Rent
have
Bedrooms
set- chest deep freeze - yard furniture - fishing equipment - hand &./
Three tracts offered individually & then in combination
15'
refused
Ig
Something
closets.
yard tools. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Auctido.
Horne is 1 yr story - 3 BR, 2 bath, 3 cat garage, workshop 24x56, two storage sheds,
2BR. 1 bath in town No
Many kitchen cafor everyone
woodburning stove - satellite dish - alarm system - propane gas heat maintenance free
held rain or shine.
pets $250/mo $250 depovinyl siding - paved drive
binets. INCLUDES
sit 759-1519 leave
PERSONAL PROPERTY
SEPARATE PRImessage
TV
BW
hand-made),
Books and novels(hardback & paperback), wall pictures (crewel
VATE
?0x30
430
GE 13- works,2lanterns, old smoothing irons Living room suite(2 chairs-couch),coffee
2BR, CHERRY Corner
STORAGE BLDG
table- 2 end tables, stereo crown - CD & cassette & phono - 2 speakers, microwave
Real
Stove & refrigerator
stand,oil lamps. ceramic Christmas tree. SMeiectric heater,docks • m isc kitchen items,
W OVERHEAD
Estate
$300/mo references and
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall Auctioneers
platter,
turkey
glass
old
(Rival),
slicer
meat
electric
tin cans, tug black powder-gun safe,
DOOR. Ref. $400
after
Call
required
deposit
sealer.
bag
grinder,
meat
canner,
pack
crcckpot,
your
glasses,
juicer,
estate
FOR
cad
real
misc dishes and
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281 Firm 02333
dep, $400 mo. No
4pm 753 3187
misc pots and pans
needs. contact Wilson Repets. 753-3018
APPUANCES
alty at 302 So 12th,
All in good condition, Whirlpool dishwasher, Kenmore microwave. Whirlpool gas stove_
753-3263 Wayne Wilson,
OUTDOOR & LAWN EQUIPMENT
753-5086, broker, Pat Colgrill
wf2
gas
bottles
Sunbeam
table.
accessory
chews,
padded
4
Glass table %to/umbrella,
753-0818, associeman.
antique
tools,
boxes,
tool
mist
door),
(3
box
ice
antique
(46,000
series
9000
BTU),
ate, Dan Miller, 435-4144.
carpenter tools. Clinton chain saw,CB radio*. car Jacks, 2-ton wheel flack. wheelbarrow.
associate & auctioneer
Sews Craftsman 10 table saw,3 HP Sews Craftsman miter saw. 3750 watt Craftsman
generator (gas) (electric start), 290 evl Echo chain saw
Friday, March 5th, 1993 at 5 p.m. at 907 Pogue
FREE List! Lakefront &
COLLECTOR PLATES - 60 COMPLETE • S INCOMPLETE
acreage land bargains on
COLLECTIBLES
Street just off So. 9th St. in Murray, Ky.
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY
Musical dolls (clowns & girls), 6 gnomes figurines, 4 Norman Rockwell, I Emmett Kelly,
Norris Lake in Northeast
I/ I
1-day chores, bell oalections, bud collections, lAsc brass figurines. rose figurine
Tennessee
Wooded
AMC-TIC:Ow
000ectxm (capita dem:onto), silver bells w/pevner bps. Avon bottles. old sleigh bells,
Spectacular views! Guar
comic books
anteed buildable Excellent
GUNS
financing Buy direct from
9:00 A.M. - Regardless Of Weather
22 Glorified Marlon Model 60 auto. Mossburg 12g. pump engraved Country Squire,
developer & save thou
Lima 380 auto-7 shot, Colt 38 Police Special rev01ver-6- shot
AT
THE
FAIRGROUNDS MAYFIELD, KYII sands!
Call Norris Shores 7
TERMS OF SALE
days 800-488 4883 File
* •• THE EVENT OF THE YEAR
Real Estate sold in 3 individual tracts and then offered in COMb.rtanOr in older to attain
highest sale price 20% down day of sale with approved bank letter Balance due 30
e0-07019-48-166C
days Real estate sells - Approx 12 00 Noon, Saturday, February 27, 1993
CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS 1
meet
requirements
HUNTERS Paradise' 157
Plate Collection Complete sets will be sold as one lot All plates will
Nice 3 bedroom brick - den - large living room - large eat-in kitchen THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY.
to be considered mint condition Each series will have a minimum bid required Paste
acre farm in Tennessee
approved
one bath - storm doors & windows - enclosed garage.outside storage IF YOU HAVE MACHINERY TO SELL
collection wit sal Sunday. February 28, 1993 at approx 1 00 p m all cash or
has both mature & young
check day of sale,
lot on quite street.
forest
large
Tenclable acreage is
CALL NOW!
Personal property All personal property sold "as is and -where is' will be sold on Sat &
in government set aside
of
20% down selling price day of auction. Balance in 30 days and
day
Terms:
All
check
cash or approved
Sun No specific order of sale on personal property
Bring Your Equipment To The Fairgrounds
program providing annual
mis 6% Kentucky sales tax will be charged on aii ;wawa items
of deed. This auction held jointly with Paschall Real Estate.
passing
Wednesday,
On
Thursday, Or Friday,
income of $5600 3 ponds &
Directions to Auction On 641 South between Benton end Murray - Turn left onto 1346
10th,
11th,
March
12th
For
Check-In.
Broker 753-5814
Paschall
Terry
of
Hudson
Donnie
abundance
wildlife
MLS
milesturn let at
East Goon* block- Turn nght onto Hwy 1824- Go 29
Cal Joan at
4402
569.500
Body Shop onto Pleasant Hill Road House is 1(2 mile on right
DON'T FORGET THIS AUCTION
Kopperud RE 753-1222

A

Real Estate Auction

Dan Miller, Auctioneer 435-4144

Estate Auction

CLASSIFIEDS
AUCTION SALE

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144

(AticirzoN)

Real Estate Auction

A The Annual Gigantic Consignment
SAT.,MARCH 13, 1993

A

'MP - •

3200 Park Ave.,
Paducah, Ky.
444-6540

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • ••• • • • • •

SATURDAY, MARCH 13, 1993 I
EVERY YEAR IS RITTER AND SETTER

JAMES R. CASH
THE

AUCTIONEER

FANCY f ARM, KY

PHONE 502-623-8466

...M.

•••••

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222

435-4144
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530

Auk)
Pies

Services
CIfered

1979 302 FORD motor &
transmission Runs good
$275 753-8838

1971 CHEVY Cheyenne,
p/s, pit, a/c, stereo, excellent condition $3700
435-4250 or 753-5490 after
6Pm

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

190

Used
Cars
1979 MALIBU Classic
Landow roof, pAv, pi, tilt,
auise 474-8878

1977 DODGE 'A ton
pickup, 95,XXX $1500
1989 Silvered°, 36,XXX,
black $10,500. Can be
seen at 1204 Johnson Ave
753-1789
1988 CHEVY S-10 Tahoe
Blazer Extra ruce. low mileage, white 753-4487

1988 FORD F-250 pick-up,
auto, p/s, p/b, a/c, dual
1982 CUTLASS Ciera, 2dr. tanks, V-8 heavy duty
Phone
$5000 .
$649 753-9939
502-875-4050 (dealer) or
1983 BUICK Century Lim- (502) 875-1844
ited Local well maintained
1988 GMC pickup SLE,
car Call 759-9431
step side, loaded, 38,000
1983 DELTA 88 V8, 4dr, all $9500 753-0062 or
eietnc, very good condition
753-9714
436-2853
1989 CHEVY 350 Sitver1983 HONDA Prelude, ado SWB loaded, new cusautomatic, air condition, tom paint lob, Boyd wheels,
power sunroof, good condi- new tires, 74,XXX miles
tion $2950 Call 489-2609
$10,500
obo Call
7pm
after
436-2765
10,
CAVAUER,
type
1984
auto, a/c, 4cyl Good dependable transporation
$1150 Phone Frankfort
(502) 875-1844
1985 FORD Escort, 4dr,
manual shift, air condition,
motor & dutch completely
overhauled $1750 Call
489-2609
1972 IMPALA Coupe, low
mileage, extra clean inside
and out Excellent condibon $850 obo 759-1922
1986 DODGE 600 SE 4dr,
excellent condition, super
clean, priced low Call
753-9774 after 5pm

1986 OLDS Cutlass 4dr,
V-8 motor, one owner
$3200 Call 753-5738 after
4pm
1987 BUICK Century, V-6
F I Lots of equipment Dark
blue on blue cloth Nice 1
owner car $2950 Phone
502-875-4050 (dealer) or
502-875-1844

FORD-Mercury-Lincoln,
trucks included New 93's
sold at $100 below factory
invoice Call for price quote,
1-800-995-9575 Recorded
message Tennessee Motor Co. Johnson City, TN

1988 IROC Z28 Extra
Clean. Cruise, tilt, pAv, p/
seats, 55xxx miles $9500
901-247-3233 ask for
Tony
1989 FORD Taurus, excellent condition 753-9268
1989 WHITE Grand Am SE
low mileage, new tires, &
well maintained 753-3862.

•

c;:x.:"C

1991 GRAN Pnx SE Coupe
with GTP Package All options including CD player.
Bright blue, mint condition.
Asking $14,000 Sbckered
for $22,000 Phone Frankfort 502-227-8015
3 VOLKSWAGONS,
diesels, to be fixed or for
parts 436-5560
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms
FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Cavalier, 44xxx miles, arnitm
stereo, a/c, $5000
753-9240_
19S

Vans
1986 CHEVY Conversion
van, raised roof, tv, icebox/
p/s, p/b, near
cooler,
new tires, 3rd seat makes
bed, 4 captains chairs,
76xxx miles, one owner
Priced reduced' May trade
for rural real estate
753-4359
PLYMOUTH '88 Grand
Voyager LE, V-6 1 owner,
loaded, new tires, excellent
condition $6500 obo
759-1555

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

S

753-5.040

Knights of Columbus Hall

r*A= •-

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
south to ....la* Road, right on So Hale Road 1,4
OM 14 TO TM

PI,

NON PHOt 1 OMIAN /Avo.,

753-0461, PO Bow 1033

•

MOB

Murray

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

VCR Doctor, home repair
service Minor malfunction
speaalist Pay for only repairs No service charge
Fordetails call 437-4159.7
days anytime
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningserviang $15, most repairs
$35 New location Route 1,
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri., 753-0530

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

Keep Up The Trend.
Recycle This Newspaper Again.

One of country music's most talented and prolific stars performs
with her new band when the Kentucky Center Presents: The
Lonesome Pine Specials featuring Emmylou Harris and The Nash
Ramblers. The program will air on KET at 9 p.m. tonight.

Kelley-Wiggins- Benton** * Fleming - Benton & Paducah *** Kelley-Wiggins - Benton ***

Fleming - Benton

We've Sweetened The Pot!
**Pag Nothing Iii August 1993

CHARLIE Davidson. All
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber
roofing. 753-5113.

HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding windows,carports, and patio
enclosures 753-0280

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, aN colors Free esbmates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

(Doors ippon at 11.001

TIMMY Gamble tree work
247-1377.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484

If the defenders could see South's
hand, they would surely stop the
contract. But since declarer's assets
and liabilities are concealed from the
prying eyes of the defense, he can
often trade upon this advantage.
South's best method of play is to
win the diamond in dummy and return a low heart. East follows low
and the jack loses to the ace. The
defenders cask two diamonds and
awitch to a club.
Declarer wins with the king,
drawstrumpsending in dummy,and
leads the queen of hearts. This traps
East's king and sooner or later South
disposes of his club loser on one of
dummy's hearts.
The only way East can foil declarer is by rising with the king when
the three of hearts is led from dummy
at trick two. However,going up with
the king of hearts is a lot easier when
you see all four hands than when you
see only the East hand and dummy.
The fact is that not many players
would rise to the occasion and,in any
case, nothing is lost by putting East
to the test.
Note that declarer makes his move
as soon as possible — without drawing trumps and without giving the
defense the slightest inkling of what
he is up to.

CARPORTS for car and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor homes. boats, RV's
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill, 759-4664

K B ASSOCIATES General construction, remodeling, garages. decks, pabos,
interior trim 753-0834

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
installation, repair, replacement Backhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742.

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 7 3
IIP'Q 1043
•A 7 5
A K6
WEST
EAST
+96
+84
A 98 5
V K 76 2
• QJ 10 2
• K 94
+ 1083
•Q J 7 2
SOUTH
•A Q J 1052
.1
•863
•954
The bidding:
West
North East
South
Pass
I NT
4+
Pass
Opening lead — queen of diamonds.
There is no difference between
making a contract on its merits and
making a contract because your opponents err. Many a contract is made
because of a defensive error, and
anything declarer can do to induce
such an error is a step in the right
direction.
Consider this case where West
leads a diamond against four spades.
South sees four losers — a heart,two
diamonds and a club — and must try
to avoid one of them.

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Professional lawn
care and maintanoe Free
estimates 753-4591

HANDYMAN will do plumbing. electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753•0596

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
4os SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad:

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed 753-1134

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting. wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No lob too
small 436-2052.
All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking
ila--1111
r

REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759-1683

SHARP 1986 red Mazda
pickup. 60,XXX actual
miles, new Enki wheels & CHIM Chlm Chlmney
tires Truck in excellent Sweeps has 10% senior
condition. $3500 492-8684 citizen discounts We sell
or 753-0036 business
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
510
COLSON S Home Repair
Remodeling, carpentry,
Campers
painting and plumbing
436-2575 after 5pm
25FT WINNEBAGO Nice
474-8878
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes trailers. offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
510
436-5560
Services
Offored
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service ComA-1 HAULING cleaning ou
plete installation and sersheds, garages, attics, &
vice
Call Gary at
basements Free est
759-4754.
436-2102 Luke Lamb
DRYWALL, finishing, re
Al Lamb Brothers Quality
pairs, additions and blowTree Service, light hauling, ing ceilings 753-4761
etc. Free estimates
FENCE sales at Sears
436-2102 ask for Luke
now Call Sears 753-2310
A-1 TOWN/country yard for free estimate
for your
mowing landscaping,
needs
trimming,tree removal,light
hauling. Free estimates. FORREST Construction
Remodeling additions, re
Tim Lamb, 436-2528.
pair, painting countertops.
Al TREE Service Stump general carpentry
and blue
removal and spraying Free prints 753-9688
14 years
estimates 753-0906 after experience
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
BACKHOE and Hauling 436 2642
Service 753-1221 or
GERALD WALTERS
753-1537
Roofing vinyl siding paintBACKHOE Service - ROY ing Free estimates
18
system.
drive- years expenence Local re
HILL Septic
ways, hauling, foundations, ferences 436-2701
etc 759-4664
GUTTERING By Sears
BACKHOE SERVICE
Sears residential and comBRENT ALLEN septic tank mercial continuous gutters
installation, repair, replace- installed for your
speafica
ment 759-1515
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

cuBTON KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORIUNIG

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

1992 CHEVY S-10 Tahoe,
V6,2 8L a/c, p/b, p/s, tinted
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
windows, 8,500 miles
753-5076 take over Factory trained by 3 rnapor
manufacturers Most parts
payments
in stock, on my truck All
1992 JIMMY 4dr 4x4, work and parts warranted
16,XXX miles, sun roof, all Ask for Andy at The Apoptions $16,500 1992 pliance Works, 753-2455
Blazer 2dr 4x4, sport pack
age, sun roof, all options AUTO paint jobs $250 Also
$13,900 527-3512 or 527 buff & glazed $25
759-1553
2552
CHEVROLET, Oldsmobile
Trucks included All new
1993's sold at $49 over
factory invoice. Call for
price
quote.
1-800-836-1164. Recorded
message. Ande Chevrolet
Oldsmobile, Lawrenceburg, Indiana.

1986 FIERO blk/grey, new
clutch, excellent condition,
$3500 753-4308

•

1989 CHEVY S10, black,
good condition, 60xxx
miles. Avg retail $5300, will
sell for $3950 762-4230
762-4230

Porches and decks
available with metal
roof
White rubbenzed roof
coating or silver roof
coating
Everlock vinyl underpinning
K Rok underpinning
Windows,
Doors,
Metal Siding, Floor Repair
Gas and Electric Furnaces
Phone 502-492-8488
Hwy. 641
*
N. Hazel
*

Sendai
Offered

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery call 753-5827
Free
estimates
Emergency water removal
LICENSED for etectnc and
gas 753-7203

REMODELINGmoveSALE
GIANT
it!
We would rather sell it than
,
We must clean out 12,000 square feet of floor space
to the BARE WALLS in a matter of DAYS!
A Renewed Thomasville Gallery in Paducah
And A New Merchandising Concept in Benton
COMING SOON!

**NO PAYMENT
AUGUST
NO INTEREST 0.
1993
NOTHING
Plus STOREWIDE SAVINGS Up To 60%
Just A Few Examples Of Savings You Will Find!

Thomasville
Bedroom, Dining Room,
Occasional

Sofa & Matching
Loveseats

Bedroom Suites
Dresser, Mirrors, Chest And

As Low As

Sealy & American
Sleep Mattress & Box
Springs

Headboards

CLOSE OUTS
*1/2 Price

$598.00

$291100

'Less Another 10%

Recliners
Lane or La-Z-Boy

Occasional Tables
With Storage

All Wood
5 Piece Dinettes

La-Z-Boy & Lane

Closeouts 1/2 PriCE

,(11fanlon Only)

Menton Only)
AS LOW

As

$14400
•No Interest
Til August 19931

Design Assistance
Available

As Low As

As Low As
$68.00
Many UZ Price
ITS ALL GOT TO GO NOW!
Here Tomorrow To Service What We Sell Today

$248.00

$148

Store Hours: Monday - Saturday 9:00 - 5:00 - Fridays Till 8:00
•
Not all merchandise

AN Merchandise

at All Locations

Subject To Prior Sale

' ar.t
ovs 1,,pcorsied
"Conpirade pnc•s for sorra MO
Chant:KS Thom nrosoco greet We

4

3
5

pow.Ostl at a 0.4* to Oro ramp d
*Own pool
cro•ot 8C,C111 111111

Broyhill

Galb-y•

uo uag - su!• •wi-Aega

USED tires 195/70/14
Goodyear Eagle GT, black
wall, mounted and balanced $125 + tax per set
Key Auto Parts, Hwy 121
South 753-5500

•

530

Used
Trucks

COW`Py and thoy may Mane. Toll

ortrorro•S nos o•• woo a/tomer
•••••g pooh

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
BENTON. KY
PADUCAH, KY
BENTON. KY.
Koiloy Wigvnit
451$ 161h 1 Off Ky Ave Acme
305N. Main
1409 South Main
golkood
442-4455
527-3481
527481M
1 800-768 -6224
I -800-599-6224

Kelley-Wiggins - Benton*** Fleming - Benton & Paducah

dr

GW '93

Kelley-Wiggins - Benton A

11

UO$U--t-

500

Immobilizing the Defense

•.

Elm

, •

Contract Bridgc

CIASSIFIEDS

6

'

Fleming - Benton &

1.1(1 14,'11,71

6

.4

,
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Today in History

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Looking Back

Today is Thursday. Feb. 18, the 49th day of 1993. There are 316
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 18, 1861, Jefferson Davis was sworn in as president of the
Confederate States of America in Montgomery, Ala.
On this date:
In 1546. Martin Luther, leader of the Protestant Reformation in
Germany. died.
In 1564, the artist Michelangelo died in Rome.
In 1885, Mark Twain's "Adventures of Huckleberry Finn" was
published in the United State for the first time.
In 1930, the ninth planet of our solar system, Pluto, was discovered.
In 1953, 40 years ago, "Bwana Devil," the movie that heralded the
3-D fad of the 1950s, opened in New York.
In 1984, Italy and the Vatican signed a revised concordat under
which Roman Catholicism ceased to be the state religion of Italy.
Ten years ago: The White House and congressional negotiators
reached a compromise enabling investigators for the U.S. House of
Representatives to see withheld Environmental Protection Agency
documents. About 1,000 Muslim villagers in Nellie, India, were massacred by Assamese Hindus.
Five years ago: Soviet Communist Party leaders dropped former
Moscow party chief Boris N. Yeltsin from the ruling Politburo.
Anthony M. Kennedy was sworn in as the 104th justice of the U.S.
Supreme Court.
One year ago: In the New Hampshire primary, President Bush won
the Republican contest while challenger Patrick Buchanan placed a
considerably strong second; among Democrats, Paul Tsongas came in
first.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Jack Palance is 73. Cosmopolitan editor
Helen Gurley Brown is 71. Actor George Kennedy is 68. Sen. John
Warner, R-Va., is 66. Movie director Milos Forman is 61. Singer
Yoko Ono is 60. Actress Cybill Shepherd is 43. Singer Juice Newton
is 41. Actor John Travolta is 39. Game show hostess Vanna White is
36. Actress Greta Scacchi is 33. Actor Matt Dillon is 29. Actress Molly Ringwald is 25.
Thought for Today: "There are plenty of fools in the world; but if
they had not been sent for some wise purpose, they wouldn't have
been here; and since they are here they have as good a right to have
elbow-room in the world as the wisest." — Susan Edmonstone Ferrier, Scottish novelist (1782-1854).

Ten years ago
Twenty-one members of the
Murray Fire Department
responded to the 6:56 a.m. call on
Feb. 17 to a fire at Leta's Beauty
Shop at 1600 Dodson, Murray.
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church will celebrate
its 108th birthday with special
events on Feb. 19. The church is
located on Calloway-Marshall
County line just west of PennyAirport Road, Highway 783
North.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Dixon, Feb.
11.
Mrs. Eva Jobe Provine of Rt.
1, Hazel, will celebrated her 95th
birthday on Feb. 22.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Wingo in a high
school basketball game. Craig
Darnell was high scorer for
Calloway.

Twenty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harlan Bowden near Kirksey was
destroyed by fire about 8 p.m. on
Feb. 16.
Paul Buchanan and his collection of solid brass hand shaped
miniature tools are featured in a
story and pictures by Staff
Writer/Photographer David Hill
published on Feb. 15.
Dr. Morgan Sisk, assistant professor in Department of Biology,
Murray State University, spoke
on "Water Pollution" at a meeting of New Concord School
Parent-Teacher Club.
Births reported - include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pulley, Feb.
12, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernie Don Bailey, Feb. 14.
Ilene Evans, Martha Letterman,
Edna Butler and Geneva Lee are
officers of Woman's Missionary
Union of Spring Creek Baptist

Church.
Thirty years ago
, Dr. Joe Little of Vanderbilt
Hospital Department of Pediatrics, Nashville, Tenn., spoke at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club.
Col. Coleman McDevitt, Murray, has been named commander
of ROTC Brigade, according to
Col. Lance T. Booth, head of
Military Science Department at
Murray State University.
Mrs. James Johnson and Mrs.
Kenneth Adams presented a lesson on "Covering Lampshades"
at a meeting of Town and Country Homemakers Club held at
home of Mrs. Z.C. Enix.
In high school basketball
games, Murray High beat College
High and Calloway County High
beat Sedalia High. High team
scorers were Faughn for Murray
High, Koenecke and Gibbs for
College High, Housden for Callo-

DEAR ABBY: A recent letter in
your column about locking your
doors brought back some painful
memories.
As a child. I was taught always
to hick the doors to (air home. and
I've carried that habit with me into
in adult life.
But there are many people I
know yyho left their doors unlocked
for -.just a moment- while they went
to the mail box, dumped their trash,
and carried their laundry to the
wash room. Abby. these "peopleall women - were the sexual
assault victims of my ex-husband.

After he was arrt sted. he told
how he would hide and wait for
these unsuspecting women to leave
r a part men! s
"lust for a
moment;Ind ys. hen they
returned, he'd ht. \k:wing for theni.
lie also told Of I11111\ :1:••••!,:1111L,that
occurred because he had gained
access through unlocked doors :Ind
windows in the IllIddie it the night.
it 'an you imagine waking up to find
someone like him standing over
My children and 1 have healed,
but his victims have a long road
ahead of them. My "ex- will be out

of prison in live more years, and
free to rape again.
Abby, please warn your readers
often how dangerous it le- to le:ive
their doors unlocked (.\ in tor just
a few minutes If it say es one

was a clean-cut guy with a big problem.
1)EAII IRBY Mt hu..hund ,i‘s
-don't - 't hen lie should
''d Isn't ishis may 1-1 in id 1 ii', 1:11 111
111.1. 11611 h11 111-

WI/Man ITOM being :1,:,::11111 61(1
time I took t
Fit 11 0111, \\a \\ el 1
Spi1nt.

A \\ARNIM; FR(

.:-.4`11, and

WELL,soar og
GOING goawmto

6 GREAT, BuT I
HATE BACKING
UP

ri-txr
DEAR"'

:W1 50 TiRED OC HEARING
-HAT AwruL
Or GLASS

P.S. Abby: :My "es- na.. not
typical serial rapist. We lited in a
nice, family -type. middle-class
neighborhood, and he was active in
Little .League. PTA. church, etc. lie

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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CALVIN and HOBBES

In

%%

tt)t•

111111 -'

ht. &Al'. V1101

tilt'A% a
he e‘pree, In iiI- important We've been married for 20 .vears, and this is really
getting on my nerve. because I
knoy% he knows het tt.r
When I correct him. he :iccuses
nit' of nagging littit and t it my, to
;t un not Irving
change hon. Abli\
to "change- him. 1 am trying to 11(.11)
hiiiii I It. 1, tn excellent provider and
is very skilled at the Y‘ork he does,
hut he doesn't take criticism very
well. lie says lion he speaks is not
important because 95 pi•rcent cut the
people probably don't kno‘% the difference
6111.1111 (111.6111 and. 'it
don't matter
I
indv be it
1VILit
do you think.
lil'(;(;EI) IN Si' PALI.

PI It ft:Nix

BLOND 1E
YOu MUST' LOVE
ErTING AROUND
BY YOURSELF

way, and Gllsson for Sedalia.
Forty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Purn Nance was destroyed by fire
the night of Feb. 16.
Bob W. Parker, electrician's
mate third class, U.S. Navy, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Don Parker of
Rt. 3, Murray, is serving on the
destroyer, USS Yarnall, out of
San Diego, Calif.
Pvt. Benny L. Ray, son of Dr.
and Mrs. H.H. Ray, is stationed
at Huntsville, Ala.
Ann Herron, reference librarian
at Murray State College, attended
a mid-winter meeting of American Library Association at Chicago, Ill.
In a high school basketball
game, New Concord beat Lynn
Grove. High team scorers were
Gene Mathis for New Concord
and Bobby Kemp for Lynn
Grove.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

C?
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DEAR BUGGED: I can think
of nothing more unwelcome and
less appreciated than unsolicited criticism.
Apparently, your husband's
grammatical gaffes haven't
hampered his ability to make a
good living, so if he "don't care,"
and it "don't matter," I advise
you to lay off.
Delp for 1114 11616 one — teens to si•niors
— is in "The Anger in All of U. and Him
Ii, Deal With It.- TO order, tend a husiness-si/ed. self-addressed envelope, plus
cheek or nione for $3.95 i51.50 in
Canada)
Dear Abby. Anger Booklet.
P.O. BOX .147, Mount Morris. III. 131054.
I
is included.)

ii4PolZ4ANt
ME' S AGE
NEXt
SIGN -7

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
CATHY

ars NOT PANIC, LUKE. WE CAN
LIVE Off OUR SAVINGS WHILE
'IOU LOOK FOR ANOTHER 3'08.

AND WE SPENT THE REST ON
WE SPENT PART OF OUR SAVINGS DOING THE SAM'S ROOM 'THE NATURAL FIBER AREA RUG
IN KNO1TY PINE TO REFLECT OUR --WHICH Is ROLLED UP IN THE
'RETURN TO SIMPLER TIMES'... 8ASEN1ENT 50 NO ONE GETS IT
WE SPENT PART REPLACING
DIRT4-70 VOICE OUR ONENESS
OUR HIGH-TECH KITCHEN WITH
WITH THE EARTH.
DISTRESSED OAK To svmsouzE
OUR REPULSION WITH CONSPICUOUS CONSUMPTION...

JUST THE 6500
HAND- LOOMED,
THIRD-WORLD
THROW PILLOWS
ON THE ADIRONDACK ROCKER.

"Oh, man. There you go again with another
one of those hiss-and-tell books."

Crosswords
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
MOM

COST worn Do

8omi. p6 Recur RM.(
-SteaETE.INTO EVERyIFi NG I OWN'.

GlieopENs my DRAWERS,

AS fi MPIITF-R OF FPCT,
WERE PLANNINGTO

SHElEAR6 MS/ 1300H5.I DONT WANNFI SHFM
RODM WITH HER:-ITS

FUT A SMALL ADD(TION
oNro THE HOUSE 50

NOT FAIR;

THAT

I KNOW,

A

f.

CAN HAVE 4
OF ycURCtils1.

OH,COOL.II

«01),

.Y UO"

I

4,0:

all

.!.4
l•

I

GARFIELD

ACROSS
1 Quarrel
5 "Malcolm X"
director
8 Escaped
12 Tardy
13 - Ridge
Boys
14 Nevada city
15 Native metal
16 Reveals
18 Part of TGIF
19 Taylor ID
20 Chickens
21 Negative
23 Note of scale
24 Notions
26 Beartike
animal
28 Disdain
29 Cover
30 Hostelry
32 - vera

33 Small rug
34 Heavy club
35 - diem
36 Fall behind
37 Tendon
38 Coaster
40 Italian
currency
41 Roman 51
43 King of
Bashan
44 Dreadful
45 Denson ID
47 Harem room
49 "Home -"
51 Ocean
52 Expressing
courtesy
55 Mixture
56 Write
57 Possesses
DOWN

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PALS
PAP
UTES
SANE
ALEE
ULE
ENTERTA I N
MAR
EDIT
PRIES
ETON
EIGI Y
ON
EOS PROVE
PAD
POT
PIN
AS
OR
POE
LEARN
ALT
LATE
GAP
IN
ESTER
SLAM
STRECIMERS
H I E
ELAN
IRON
ERN
SAME
NYET
M E IR
2-18 1993 United Feature Syndicate

6 All (attentive)
7 Piece out
1 Wild plum
8 Rom. lang
2 Small portion
9 Oahu wreath
10 Way in
10 11
8 9
5 6 7
2 3 4
1
11 Portion
16 Orson 12
17 Crackle
1311
1III 20 At this place
18
22 Running
1511
25 Portals
lid
ill
23
26 Vessel
21 22
hil
19
27 Ms. Ross
28 Weaken
27
24 WI
29 Label
hillUUU
31 Recent
30
28
33 Insane
NI 34 Mud
WI
il
36 Lawful
32
WIUIU 37 Seductress
35
39 Benold!
WIUUUU 40 Kind of cloth
ill
38 39
41 Crazy: slang
42 Deity
ilUUU
iiii
44 Cupola
43
41 WI
WWI 45 Gull-like
bird
46 "Radio -"
48 Friend: Fr
50 Brim
51 Carpenter's
tool
53 O'Toole ID
'54 As far as

YEAH.
RIGHT

3 Devoured
4 Tellurium
symbol
5 Advances

UUU

•

PEANUTS

U11

I'LL BE TI-IE
5.1E1214ERD AND
YOU DE A
SHEEP, OKAY?

UUU

UU

kil
ha id hia Milli

illilII
IIIIUU

DEAR DR. GOTT. My brother died
last year of a ventricular septal defect and myocardial infarction Is this
a condition one is born with or does it
develop later in life?
DEAR READER. Ventricular septal defect is an abnormal opening in
the wall separating the two major
heart chambers. This is a congenital
anomaly, meaning that it is present
from birth. Small defects, which can
cause an extra sound (murmur) in the
heartbeat, do not need to be repaired.
Large defects, however, can be fatal
because the blood circulation through
the heart is disrupted. Consequently,
such defects are usually surgically
corrected at an early age
On the other hand, myocardial infarction(heart attack)is usually a disease of older age. This is caused by a
progressive accumulation of arteriosclerotic plaque that gradually narrows arteries and retards the ability
of the circulation to transport nutrients and oxygen to the body's tissues
and organs. A myocardial infarction
occurs when a blood clot becomes
lodged in a narrowed coronary artery
I gather from your question that
your brother did not have his ventricular septal defect repaired, hence. I
conclude that it must have been relatively unimportant. Therefore, it was
the infarction that killed him, not surprising inasmuch as heart attacks are
a leading cause of death for older
adults, both men and women.
Treatment to delay the progression
of arteriosclerosis includes- reducing
serum cholesterol, stopping smoking,
being prudent about alcohol consumption, lowering high blood pressure,exercising regularly and avoiding
obesity.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is a cone biopsy
treatment for cervical cancer or is it
a test done to detect cervical cancer?
How would it interfere with
pregnancy?
DEAR READER: It is a test to detect cervical cancer, during which a
portion of the cervix (the uterine
opening) is removed and examined
under a microscope. Of course, if
there is a small nest of cancer cells,
this abnormal tissue may be completely removed (along with surrounding normal cervical tissue) so, in a narrow sense, the cone biopsy
will also treat, as well as detect, the
cancer.
After a cone biopsy,the cervix ordinarily heals quite quickly and would
not interfere with a subsequent
pregnancy.
I should add that in the presence of

cervical cancer, additional therapy
(more extensive surgery than the biopsy)is required.
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Obituaries

6

John Wells
John Wells, 69, Ocala, Fla.,
formerly of Murray, died Wednesday at Monroe Regional Medical Center, Ocala.
He was now assistant minister
at St. Matthews Lutheran Church,
Ocala, and chaplain for Hospice
of Marion County, Fla. He was a
former professor in the College
of Education at Murray State
University and a former pastor of
Golden Pond Baptist Church.
A veteran of World War II, he
was a graduate of the University
of Kentucky and received his
doctorate at Southern Illinois

University, Carbondale, Ill.
Survivors include two sons,
Marty Wells, Blytheville, Ark.,
and Joe Wells, Ocala; three sisters, Mrs. Ola Hacker and Mrs.
Estelle Douglas, Ocala, and Mrs.
Margaret Atwood, Oxford, Fla.;
onebrother, Willis Wells, Nashville, Tenn.; five grandchildren.
Memorial services will be held
Saturday, Feb. 27, at St. Matthews Lutheran Church, Ocala.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of contributions to any Hospice Program.

Hubert D.(Pete) Cothran
Hubert D. (Pete) Cothran, 80,
Murray, died Wednesday at 7:15
p.m. at Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
He was retired from Murray
State University and a member of
Memorial Baptist Church.
Born Feb. 4, 1913, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the
late Ed Cothran and Elva Curry
Cothran. He was preceded in
death by one sister, Mrs. Jewell
Willoughby, one brother, Wilmot
Cothran, and two half brothers,
Rollie and Sam Sumner.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Sue McClure Cothran, to

whom he was married on Feb. 9,
1962; one stepdaughter, Mrs.
Vicki Fahy and husband,
Michael, Memphis, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Floy Andrews and
husband, Lewis, Murray; two half
brothers, Amos Sumner and wife,
Cecilia, Murray, and Billy Sumner and wife, Martha, Milan,
Tenn.
The funeral will be Saturday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday.

Fred H. Kinsland
Fred H. Kinsland, 65, Rt. 5,
Murray, died today at 12:41 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was born Jan. 10, 1928.
He was retired from Genral
Motors and an Army veteran of
World War II and Korean War.
He was a member of Veterans of
Foreign Wars and attended Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
Born Jan. 10, 1928, in Franklin, N.C., he was the son of Gertrude Kinsland and the late Thomas Kinsland.
Survivors include his wik,
Mrs. Dolly Ramsey Kinsland, to
whom he was married on Oct. 30,
1965; one daughter, Mrs. Theresa
L. Collins and husband, Daniel,
Murray; two sons, Thomas H.

•;
'444:
•:Ptc• ta
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Kinsland and wife, Debbie, and
Burt M. Kinsland, Paris, Tenn.;
his mother, Mrs. Gertrude Kinsland, and two brothers, Tommy
Kinsland and Clyde Kinsland, all
of Franklin, N.C.; nine grandchildren, Thomas Justin Kinsland,
Debra Nicole Kinsland, Jarrett
Kinslana, Nakita Kinsland, Burt
Kinsland Jr., Manuel Kinsland,
Kimberly Collins, Daniel Collins
and William Collins.
The funeral will be Saturday at
3 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home of after 4 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Maudie Mae Kennerly
The funeral for Mrs. Maudie
Mae Kennerly will be Friday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The
Rev. Jerry Jeffords will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight (Thursday) and after
10 a.m. on Friday at the funeral
home.
A nursing scholarship is being
established as a memorial to Mrs.
Kennerly.
Mrs. Kennerly, 81, Murray,
died Monday at 7:30 p.m. at
Saint Elizabeth Medical Center,
Granite City, Ill.

k
•;v -

She was married Dec. 24,
1931, to Golden Joe Kennerly
who died Nov. 19, 1986. They
lived in Granite City, Ill., until
they moved to Murray in 1959.
She was employed as a nurse

at Barnes Hospital, St. Louis,
Mo., at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, and Murray Division of
Tappan Company before retiring
in 1977. She was a member of
First United Methodist Church,
the Church Quilters' Group, Quilt
Lovers of Murray and the Eastern
Star.
Born March 11, 1911, in Nilwood, Ill., she was the daughter
of the late Arthur and Mary Conlee Hall. Also preceding her in
death were two sisters, Marguerite Hoffman and Mary Duryear,
and two brothers, Arthur Hall and
William Hall.
Survivors include one son, Frederick Kennerly and wife, Jean,
two granddaughters, Mrs. Sheila
Felder and husband, Thomas, and
Sheri Kennerly, all of Rockford,
III.; one brother, Thomas Hall
and wife, Estelle, Spring Hill,
Fla.; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. MaryNelle McChesney Adams
Memorial services for Mrs.
MaryNelle McChesney Adams
will be today at 3 p.m. at South
Frankfort Presbyterian Church,
Frankfort.
The Rev. Mary Davis and the
Rev. Bill Williams will officiate.
Rogers Funeral Home of Frankfort is in charge of arrangements.
The family of Mrs. Adams will
remain at the church to greet
friends following the services.
Donations are suggested to the
Remembrance Fund of South
Frankfort Presbyterian Church,
Frankfort, Ky., where she was a
member.
Her body has been cremated.
Private interment services will be

Mrs. Maudie

r•oi
r
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Mrs. Beulah Reeves Brown

14tiat•
—•Ate

Graveside rites for Mrs. Beulah
Reeves Brown will be Saturday
at 11:30 a.m. at Oakwood Cemetery, Genesco, Ill. The Rev. Bill
Longer will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements, but no

visitation will be scheduled.
Mrs. Brown, 77, Rt. I, Kirksey, died Thursday, Feb. 11, at
11:09 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was the
widow of Gilbert W. Brown.

'

Rust Young
Mrs. Maudie Rust Young, 90,
New Madrid, Mo., died Wednesday at 7 a.m. at Pemiscott County
Hospital, Hayti, Mo.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Beulah Rust Woods,
Mrs. Ruth Cunningham, and Mrs.
Hazel Miller and husband, R.C.,
all of Murray, and Mrs. Artie
Mae Moreland and husband,
Tommy, New Madrid, Mo.; several grandchildren including Vickie Britt of Murray; several
great-grandchildren including
Russell Britt and Rebecca Britt of
Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Smith Funeral Home, Caruthersville, Mo.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
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For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gonne Boyd and Ronnie Malvin
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"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whittle!!
Hours: Mon.-Fri 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Angel Adams - Pharmaciat
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Toreas Lumber Do-it center
7 Days
A Week

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Your Home Investment Company Since 1584

VISA

DUMMER

SD

Mon.-Fri. 730-8; Sat. 8-4; Sun. 1-5
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Only • Other Locations — Benton and Lake City

WBLINT/WSJP
Presents the 1993

145, Almo, died Tuesday at
12:15 p.m. at her home.
Survivors include her husband,
Charles Copeland; two daughters,
Mrs. Randa Pitman and husband,
John, Rt. 1, Almo, and Mrs._
Debra Reid, Rt. 1, Symsonia; one
son, Drew Copeland, Rt. 1,
Almo; two sisters, Mrs. Elizabeth
Seay, Rt. 1, Hardin, and Mrs.
Opal Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter; one
brother, Hughes Edwards, Rt. 1,
Almo; six grandchildren, Andrea
Pitman, Misty Reid, Adam Pitman, Ryan Reid, Aaron Pitman
and Hillary Thweatt.

Call 753-4563

•

Mrs. Patricia Copeland
Services for Mrs. Patricia
Copeland are today at 2 p.m. at
Murray Memorial Gardens. John
Hicks is officiating. Entombment
will follow at the Gardens.
Pallbearers are John Pitman,
Allen Thompson, Ross Howard,
Joel Culver, Rickie Heath and Joe
Copeland.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charege of arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to Hospice at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mrs. Copeland, 58, Rt. I, Box

held at a later date.
Mrs. Adams, 68, of #5 Mudowbrook Rd., Frankfort, died
there. Born March 30, 1924, in
Caldwell County, she was the
daughter of the Late Thomas Farmer and Otic Grace McChesney
Farmer.
She was a member of the
Younger Women's Club of
Frankfort.
Survivors include her husbandf, Henry A. Adams Sr.; three
sons, Henry A. Adams Jr.,
Lawrenceburg, Stuart Thomas
Adams, Columbia, S.C., and
Scott McChesney Adams, Frankfort; two sisters, Mrs. Lewis
Edward (Jenny Sue) Carter, Lexington, and Mrs. Harold Price,
Augusta, Ga.; three grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; two
stepgreat-grandchildren.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

• Hilliard Lyons is a market maker
in this stook.

Court

Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

elNOV
HIWARD
LYONS

Our Bust Int esteem, Is You.
SA mist IL1.kg, k • *Wm WYSE oti WC

EARN
6.40%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUI'LY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
ClIARCEs APPLY.

Home, Lawn 8
Garden Show
at the

West Kentucky Exposition Center
College Farm Rd., Murray, Ky.

February 19, 20 & 21
Friday 3-9 p.m., Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday Noon - 5 p.m.
FEATURING
Landscapers
•
Windows: Replacement & New Home
•
Cabinets
Storage Sheds
•
Manufactured Homes
Paint Supplies
•
Hot Tuba—Spas
•
Lumber Companies
Water
•
System .%
Lawn & Garden Furniture • Home Builders • Heating-Air Conditioning
Lawn & Garden Mowers & Tractors
•
Carpeting for Indoors or Outdoors
Interior Decorating Products and Services
Exhibitors

Al GUTTERS
Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Cxmlwasi a Fiseidsntisl)
FREE ESTIMATES
Call
753-7020

FARM
BUREAU

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIALIST
Vinyl and Aluminum Siring
Replacement Windows-Patio Doors
Carports•Paho Enclosures
-Certain Teed
'Wolverine
'Alcoa
'Reynolds
'Mastic
5 Year Latxx Warranty Insured
Brad Haugh, Owner
P0 Box 1064. Murray, KY 42071

(502)753-0280

INVESTMENTS
Also

Availabit• As 1.1t

753,4703
Boa,
('Eornxtli.ion

Aloha Spat and Pools
Bank of Murray
Brent Allen Ditching
Briggs & Stratton
Carpet & Vinyl Store
Century 21
Cook's Portable Warehouees
Culligan PIIM
D&M Market
Englimh Farms
Forever Green
Frankbn Brick
Gellimore Electric
Garden Angel
Grey's Prop./Republic
Hardwood Wholesale

Heritage Furniture
Invisable Fenos of Paducah
Keith's Lawn and Tractor
Kevin Gallagher Homo Improvement
Leos & Ivy
Lakeland Lawn Care
Lamb Small Regina
Lassiter Plaster
McGee Pest Control
McKee! Equipment
Murray Appliance
Murray Horne & Auto
Murray Lumber
Murray Supply
Myers Lumber

Register For FREE Door

Peoples Bank
Randy Thornton
Republic Savings Bank
Rolling Mlle
Satellite Comm. of W. Ky.
Sears
Serval' Pest Control
Simmons Security
Starks Brothers
Thurman Furniture
Teems Lumber
United Commonwealth Bank
Van Dyke Landscaping
Window Factory
Wofford's Landscaping

Prizes!
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